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Unlike many developing countries, the industrialization process
of Hong Kong is not initiated by foreign direct investments. However,
they did help Hong Kong in its industrialization process, particularly,
the diversification of its industries in a later stage. Since 1970,
direct foreign investments in the manufacturing sector had increased
at a rapid rate. And now, they share about ten percent of the total
investments in Hong Kong's manufacturing sector and have even larger
shares in output and labour employment.
The United States is the largest source of foreign direct
investment in Hong Kong, and the bulk of foreign direct investments
are made in the relatively new industries, especially the electronic
and electrical products. The non-discriminatory policy of the Hong
Kong Government provides overseas investments with the same investment
environment as for local investments. Therefore, in comparing the
nature of local and foreign investments, it is found that they are
similar in many aspects. The quantitative analyses of the characteristics
of overseas investments in Hong Kong's manufacturing sector reveals
that they are labour-intensive and export-oriented. This is consistent
with the theory of international trade and investment, especially the
product life cycle hypothesis. Finally, the main contribution of
overseas investments is the technology they brough about. This will
be more important in the near future as they will contribute to the
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Apart from the energy, skill and intelligence of its people,
its deep-water harbour and its favourable location, Hong Kong has
virtually little resources. Until the 1950's, the economy depended
very largely on the entrepot trade between China and the rest of
the world. However, in the post-war period Hong Kong experienced a
strikingly rapid economic growth brought about by the economic
transformation from an entreport to an industrial city. Although
it is still true to say that entrepot trade continues to play an
important role, and there is the recent development towards
becoming a financial centre, the manufacturing sector is the backbone
of the Hong Kong economy. The rapid growth of Hong Kong largely
depends on its success in exporting light consumer goods such as
textiles, plastic and electronic products. And so Hong Kong is
often quoted as a typical example of export-led growth.1
The economic transformation of Hong Kong is achieved by a
series of successful adjustments to changes in the external and
internal economic environment. Two major factors giving rise to
the economic transformation of Hong Kong in the early 1950s were
an inflow of resources and a decline in the importance of entrepot
trade. In the late 1940s, China was involved in a civil war which
ended in the establishment of a communist regime in 1949. These
1 Edward K.Y. Chen, the Economic Setting, the Business Environment
in Hong K, ong, edited by David Lethbridge, Oxford University Press,
1980.
2political events brought about a flood of refugees entera.ng Hors`
Kong making the population trebled during this period. Those
taking refuge in Hong Kong included (a) young people who were
willing to work hard though with a low wages, (b) capitalists and
(c) entrepreneurs who were most Shanghainese industrialists engaged
in textile industry. The inflow of human and capital resources from
China formed the basis of subsequent industrialization, Besides,.
there was also an inflow of capital and entrepreneurs frog, other
places, particularly from South-East Asia, as Hong Kong was at that
time the most economically and politically stable place in the
region.
The decline in Hole Kong I s entrepot trade after 1951 can be
attributed to the loss of the traditional importance as an agent
of China's foreign trade. For political reasons) the Commulris t
go 4Ternm ent in China traded with Soviet Russia and the Eastern
European countries rather than the West and other parts of Asia.
Moreover, the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 which led to the
United Nations embargo in 1951 .or. the export of strategic
commodities to China accelerated the decline of the entrepot trade.
In addition to the historical factors, British rule and its
laissez-faire policy also assisted Hong Kong to develop into an
industrialised economy. Because of British rule, Hong Kong enjoyed
the advantages of Commonwealth Preference and membership of the
Sterling Area, The Commonwealth Preference scheme enabled the products
of Hong Kong to be more competitive in certain overseas markets and
3Sterling Area membership helped Hong Kong have a stable currency.
Both of them were important at the early stage of industrialization,
especially the manufacturing sector was export-oriented. Furthermore,
the laissez-faire policy in Hong Kong gave impetus and opportunities
for businessmen and industrialists to improve their lot so that the
economy had great flexibility and vigour to respond to the require-
ments in the process of industrialization.
In order to measure economic performance, Gross Domestic
Product (G.D.P.) is used as an index for Hong Kong. It is only in
the early 1970s that the Census and Statistics Department began to
make attempts to estimate Hong Kongt s G.D.P. as from 1961 by the
expenditure method and as from 1970 by the income approach. Though
these estimates suffer inevitably from several deficiencies because
of the lack of an adequate set of economic statistics in Hong Kong
before 1973, at least they can provide the general pattern and the
growth rate through the application of a consistent set of assumpt-
ions and methodology. Although formal statistics before 1961 were
absent, many estimates of Gross Domestic Product have been carried
out by local scholars.2 Table I-1 shows the average annual growth
rates of G.D.P. and G.D.P. per capita during the period 1961-78.
During the period 1948--60, from the estimates by K.R. Chou, the
average annual growth rate of nominal G.D.P. was 24.67 which
indicates the rapid growth of Hong Kong in that period. For the
period 1961-78, the rate of economic growth in Hong Kong as measured
2 Detailed estimates by various scholars is presented in Chapter 8,
the Economy of Hon__Kon 1 Cheng Tong-yang, 1977.
4by G.D.P. or G.D.P. per capita has been extremely high by any
standard. Although there was a constant groirth of G.D.P. in real
terms, there were wide variations in the year-to-year growth ru.t'3s=
ranging fron 18.3% (1965/1961+) to 2.27(1971+/1973) owing to
changes in world trade situations and internal events.
Table T-1 Groirth Rates of Output at Constant Prices
Period G. D.P. G.D.P. per Capita
1961- 1966 1009% 7.9
1966- 1971 7.2 4,9
1971- 1976 6.589 5
1971- 1978 9.2 7.2
6.79.11961- 1978
ova Le-port of the Advisory Committee on Diver si:iicatioing
1979, Hong Kong, Government Printer, P.14.
It has been widely observed that the process of economic
growth is accompanied by structual changes which involve the inter--
sectoral shift of resourcesy especially the movement of resources
away from ao icultiure. In the case of Hong Yong,, the agricultural
sector has never been important though its contribution to G.D.P.
has continued to fall. The most significant structural. change in
the Hong Kong economy in the 1960s was an increase in the contri-
bution of the manufacturing sector to G.D.P. The manufacring
sector accounted for 23.6% of G.D.P. in 1961-2 and 30.37 in 1970
This increase in the contribution of manufacturing anti sector was
5almost entirely the result of the rapid growth of light industrial
products such as textiles, electronics, wigs and plastic products.
However, entering the 1970s, the share of manufacturing sector in
G.D.P. has levelled off. Though the basis of the economy is still
manufacturing, there was a notable change in the share of financial
services. Increasing attention has been directed to developing
Hong Kong as a financial centre. And such a parallel development
in manufacturing and financial services helps to diversify the
economic activities of Hong Kong. It should be noted that in 1961-2
the percentage contribution of financial and commercial services to
G.D.P. was also relatively high. However, this was due to the
prosperous real estate dealings in the early 1960s rather than the
prosperous business of banks and other financial institutions.
Table I-2 G.D.P. by Economic Activity: Hong Kong
Economic Activity
1961-62 1970 1972 1974 1976
by I.S.I.G.
Agriculture 2.2% 1.8% 1.6%3.4% 1.6%
0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1Mining & Quarrying 0.1
Manufacturing 23.6 28.0 25.030.8 27.4
Utilities 2.4 1.9 1.61.7 1.8
Construction 6.2 4.13.3 4.7 4.1
Wholesale and




17.4 14.5 21.6 is.o 1808Commercial Services
Community., Social and
15.3 15.817.2 18.2 15.9Personal Services
6Note: I. S.I.C. International Standard Industrial Classification".
Source: 1961-2-- E.R. Chang, Report on the National ncome Survey
of Hong Kong.
1970-6-- Census and Statistics Department, Estimates of
Gross Domestic Product, 1979.
As far as the manufacturing sector is concerned, direct
foreign investments have become. phenomenal only in the post-war years
for the world at large. Before the Second World War, direct foreign
investments were confined mainly to investment by European countries
in their colonies in mineral extraction and trading. It was the
tremendous growth in world trade and the emergence of multinational
corporations after the Second World War that have brough about rapid
increases in direct foreign investments in the manufacturing industries,
including those in the developing countries.
Unlike some of the developing countries, the rapid economic
growth or the industrialization of Hong Kong was not the result of
foreign direct investments. In its early stage of industrial growth
foreign direct investments in the manufacturing sector played an
insignificant role. The initial source of capital was from the Chinese
industrialists who came from maniland China. And then the main
sources of capital were personal savings, company retained profits,
borrowings from commercial banks and private lending. Additional
capital came from British firms headquartered in Hong Kong and from
overseas Chinese, but neither of them were strictly, 'foreign'.
Faced with this problem of classification, the term 'foreign invest-
ment' is dropped and the term 'overseas investment' is used instead
7by the Trade, Industry and Customs Department which is responsible
for the collection of data of overseas investments. Under this
classification, investments from British firms headquartered in
Hong Kong are considered local while investments from overseas
Chinese are included in overseas investments. This brings in the
comulication that if overseas Chinese come back and settle down in
Hong Kong, then their investments will be reclassified as local
investments.
It is not surprising to see that foreign direct investments in
Hong Kong was practically negligible before the Second World War as
Hong Kong had little natural resources and the local market was very
small at that time. Before 1964, Hong Kong's manufacturing was still
very much in its infancy and its relation with the new regime in
China was also uncertain. It was not safe for long-term investments
in manufacturing for foreigners. But the situation changed as
Hong Kong's industrial economy became mature and its political status
was also clarified by the Communist government in China. Besides,
the political instability and military conflicts in other countries
in South-East Asia induced many foreign investors to move their
regional centre to Hong Kong. Foreign investment capital began to
flow in. Though the number of industrial firms established with
foreign capital was still relatively small in the 1960 s, foreign
manufacturers helped to diversify Hong Kong's manufacturing sector
because their investments were less concentrated in textiles and
related industries but were spread over a range of more sophisticated
industries such as electrical products, plastic and electronic
8products where they had a greater comparative advantage in technical
know-how. Since 1970, direct foreign investments had increased at
a dramatic rapid rate to nearly quadrupling its value in nine years.
They had about a ten percent share of the total investments in
Hong Kong and an even larger share in output and labour employment.
Their nature and contribution to the economy of Hong Kong is
worthwhile for a research and an analysis, particularly their growth
rate outpaced Hong Kong's average industrial growth and they can
play an important role in the diversification of Hong Kong's
manufacturing sector.
The rapid growth of foreign direct investments is a contro-
-versial issue in international economic development, but it is a
-:subject that has received less sustained and systematic attention in
terms of data collection and analysis than many other aspects. In
this study, problems of direct foreign investments related to economic
development will be discussed in chapter two. Together with reasons
for foreign direct investments, the factors determining the attract-
iveness of the host countries and the effects on them will also be
discussed. The case of Hong Kong .will be considered in the light of
these discussions. In chapter three, the pattern of overseas
investments in Hong Kong will be investigated. This chapter will be
divided into two sections: one on the country origin of overseas
investments, and the other on their distribution in different
industries. Chapter four will be devoted to the quantitative analysis
on the characteristics of overseas investments in Hong Kong. The
contribution of overseas investments to the economy of Hong Kong will
constitute the core of discussion in chapter five. Chiefly, it is
a comparison of overseas and local investments in Hong Kong's
manufacturing sector. Then the thesis will end with brief
comparisons of Hong Kong's experience with those of the neighbouring
countries and some general remarks on overseas investments in
Hong Kong.
The main difficulty in preparing this thesis is the
availability of data. Little statistics on overseas investments
were available until 1970. Fortunately, the survey on overseas
investments in 1975 was quite detailed, but owing to financial
difficulties, surveys in later years were much simplified.
Statistics concerning the number of establishments, amount of
investments and employment are available up to present, but the
latest detailed statistics as analysed by industry can only be
extracted from the data given in the Overseas Investment in Hong
Kong Manufacturing Industries: Industrial Survey Report in 1975 by
the Trade, Industry and Customs Department. Another problem concern-
ing data is that sources are different: statistics about overseas
investments are collected by the Trade, Industry and Customs
Department but the statistics for the entire manufacturing industry
are collected by the Census and Statistics Department. Not only that
assumptions but also the classifications of industries are different.
This inevitably brings some deficiencies in the comparisons between
overseas and local investments. Nevertheless, at least the pattern
and some characteristics of overseas investments can be sorted out
for comparison.
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CHAPTER II- ECONOMIC DEV1OPMENT. AND DIRECT FOREIGN INVE STI NT S
Direct investments occurred on a relatively modest scale prior
to World War I, mainly in the petroleum and resource-oriented
industries as well as in manufacturing. It is after the Second
World War that foreign direct investment has a dramatic growth.
Within the manufacturing.sector, direct investment has been most
heavily concentrated in industries characterized by advapced and
rapidly improving technology, by a high degree of product different-
iation, and by cost advantages based on relatively cheap labour and
raw materials. Less-developed countries are usually lack of initial
capital endowment to establish and develop their industries, foreign
direct investments give a helping hand here. Also foreign direct
investments can provide them with the necessary technolgoy to develop
their industries.
At the end of 1970, the book.value of direct foreign investments
in less-developed countries totalled approximately US$40 billion
which represented roughly a quarter of total direct foreign investment
in the world. Direct foreign investment enterprises probably accounted
for some 6% of the total output in less-developed countries.
Comparing the stock of direct foreign investment at the end of 1970
to GNP in 1970, one finds a, ratio of 0.090 for all less-developed
countries and of about 0.059 for developed countries.3 This shows
that direct foreign investment has been more important for the less-
3 Grant L.Reuber, Private Foreign Investment in Development
Clarerdon Press. Oxford. 1973. chanterl, P.4.
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developed countries than for developed countries.
However, there is still a heated controversy concerning the
causes, consequences and control of direct foreign investments, and
an overwhelming body of literature has accumulated. As a prelude
to the empirical investigations in the following chapters, this
chapter will review some of the major economic theories concerning
the reasons for direct foreign investments and their impact on the
host country. In addition, the factors determining the attractive-
ness of a host country for foreign investment will be discussed.
These considerations will be applied to Hong Kong as a case study.
1.Why Firms Invest Abroad?
Surely, the chief reason for investors to invest is to gain
profit. In order to maximize profit, the decision to invest depends
on many factors and becomes even more complicated when the option
to invest abroad is open. The following are some of the major
determining factors for firms to invest abroad instead of at home.
They apply especially to investments in the developing countries.
(a) Labour Cost
Perhaps the main reason for direct foreign investment,
especially in the export-oriented industries, is the comparat.
ively low labour cost in the developing countries.
12
A systematic link between technology transfer and changing
patterns of trade brought about by labour cost was suggested by
Vernon in 1966. The trade product cycle theory hypothesizes
a sequence of events that begins with investment in research
and development aimed at home production. Export to foreign
markets is the next step if the innovation proves successful
at home. New products from the high-technology industries are
likely to have no close competitors in the early stage. The
large investing country, such as the United States, with its
research establishment and abundant supply of skilled labour,
scientists and engineers, enjoy a temporary world monopoly
position for these new products. As standardization progresses
and the importance of labour cost relative to-other consider-
ations increases, production facilities are established abroad
where cheap labour is available. Eventually, if the cost
advantage of foreign production is sufficiently important, the
cycle may end up with imports back into the home market of
goods produced by foreign subsidiaries.
(b) Markets
In the manufacturing sector, some subsidiaries are
established by the parent firm to serve the local market.
There may be two reasons involved. One is to reduce the cost of
transportation and the easy accessment of the market environment,
Vernon Raymond, International Investment and International
Trade in the Product Cycle, Quarterly Journal of Economics,
Vol 80, May, 1966, P.190-207.
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or the unsuitability for long distance transport due to the
nature of the product. The other is trade barriers. As many
countries have different kinds of trade barriers to imports, in
order to capture the market of these countries, direct foreign
investment may be the key to it. The foreign subsidiary has a
built-in marketing advantage in supplying goods under an
established brand-name and its direct experience in other parts
of the world.
(c) Natural Resources
The natural resource endowment of less-developed countries
is an obvious factor in its ability to attract certain types of
foreign firms, especially those firms which engaged in the export
of processed raw materials or resource-based manufactures.
Direct investment on location reduces the transportation costs
of raw materials and also enjoys the greater certainty of their
supply. This is particularly important for those resource-based
manufacturing industries. For the development of irreproducible
natural resources, the more specific they are, the more attractive
they become to foreign investors.
(d) Diversification of Risk
Another aim of the management of large firms is to reduce
uncertainty over earnings and sales. Though product diversifi.
cation is a way of increasing a corporations stability, foreign
investment is also a possible way to reduce uncertainty. When
14
a company has affiliates in many markets, it is less exposed
to the fluctuations in the home market. In other words,
worldwide operation of a firm cushions the impact of a
recession in any one country on itself.
The Tobin-Markowitz theory implies that a low correlation
between foreign and domestic risks can make foreign investment
attractive even if its risks is higher than domestif risks and
its rate of return is lower than domestic investment because,
as explained above, foreign investment will reduce a firm's
total risk. This theory could also explain two-way investments
in the same industry, since firms from two countries could each
reduce total risk by investing in the other country.
(e) Tax Benefits
On the whole, tax incentives, such as tax holidays and
exempted import duty on material and capital goods, are important
for less-developed countries to attract foreign investors, and
actually, in the new export processing zones there is consider-
able competition between governments to offer tax holidays and
customs duty rebates to attract foreign manufacturers. However,
the general finding is that tax incentives are not significant
in determining the location of a foreign firm in one country
rather than another. One reason is that the foreign investor
faces with the situation that they can receive tax incentives
from almost all less-developed countries. Another reason is
that the effect of tax incentives may be minimised or nullified
15
by taxation on repatriated profits in the home country or
reduced by the availability of alternative channels, such as
transfer pricing, for repatriating profits untaxed by the host
country. Another kind of tax benefit is the low tax rate. Tax
holidays may cover a fixed period, say five years, but low tax
rate is forever.
(f) Others
Besides the above-mentioned factors, the desire on the
part of investors to defend existing markets and investments
against encroachment by competitors, the desire to gain and
maintain a foothold in a protected market, or to gain and
maintain a low-cost source of supply, the desire to induce the
host country into a long-run commitment to a particular type of
technology and know-how, the advantage of portfolio investment,
the economics of new product development, competition for market
shares among oligopolists and the economics of product different-
iated oligopoly are the considerations which have indirect, long-
term and wider manifestation than the rate of return. These
longer-term considerations may not be particularly sensitive to
short--run variations in profits, output or minor changes in
policies in taxes and subsidies, but they may be sensitive to
changes in political or economic circumstances that basically
change the longer-term outlook for the investor's operations.
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(g) Sumaty
All the above-mentioned reasons lead to the final aim of
foreign investment which is to get more profit. It is natural
to assume that the desired rate of return from direct foreign
investment is higher than that from the investment at home
because the risk is higher as the investor is less familiar
with the environment in the foreign country. However, in the
last decade the reported average profits on foreign investment
by American manufacturing firms are about the same as, or
perhaps even slighly less than, profits on domestic U.S.
investment.5 There are three ways in explaining these data:
(1) firms maximize expected long-term profits, and the statistics
collected is actually short-term profits only, (2) by manipulating
'transfer prices' among subsidiaries in various countries,
international firms are able to report their largest profits
where the marginal tax rates are lowest, (3) international firms
are able to avoid complete reporting of some of their foreign
profits. Nevertheless, no one will invest in a country which
generates a lower profit rate with a larger risk. The business
survey evidence collected by Barlow and Wender indicates that
investors are influenced by profit prospects but are guided
more by long-term prospects than by immediate short-term profits.6
5.Benjamin I. Cohen, Multinational Firms and Asian worts, New
Haven and London, Yale University Press, 1975, P.18.
6
E.R. Barlow and Iva T. Wender, Foreign Investment and
Taxation, kiglewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall Inc., 9550
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As a whole, profitability is a fundamental determinant of
investment but that the relevant concept of profitability should
be related to the whole period of investment. Besides, investors
aim at optimum profit but not maximum profit for the whole
group, so that they have also to take risk, market share, etc.
into account.
2. Factors Affecting Less-developed Countries' Attractiveness to
Foreign Firms
Since the bargaining position of less-developed countries
varies considerably according to the type of foreign involvement
-proposed, this section will look at the different factors which
lead foreign firms to prefer one country to another.
(a) Econo ='c and Political Stability
The more developed a country's economic and physical infra..
structure such as its financial institutions, its transportation,
power and communication systems, the more likely it is to
attract foreign firms. At the same time, general economic and
political stability is a major factor affecting the investor's
assessment of risk. If the risk is high, the l-evel.of return
.that will be required from an investment will be correspondingly
high so as to discount that risk.
In respect of economic stability, foreign investors tend
to be most concerned over price and balance of payments stability.
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When a country suffers from inflation and balance of payments
problem, the future returns to foreign investment are difficult
to assess because of changes in the internal purchasing power
of the host country currency and payments restrictions resulting
from payments problems. The foreign investors bear the risk
of being unable to repatriate his capital or remit his profits.
The importance of political stability is well understood. It
should be added that the interest of foreign private investors




In general, the relatively small size of less-
developed countries' internal markets makes them less
attractive investment locations than developed countries,
especially the luxuries and sophisticated products.
Although market size is a more important consideration
for import substituting than export-oriented firms,
existence of a home market can provide some kind of
insurance against fluctuations in external demand. But
such a factor is of minor importance to firms which are
largely or exclusively export-oriented, such as those
engaged in export processing or raw-material production.
In so far as market size also indicates the economic
development of the country concerned, one can expect a
19
general preference among foreign investors for countries
with larger internal markets. On the other hand, the
existence of preferential terms of access to external
markets enhances a country's attractiveness to export-
oriented firms.
(ii) Resources
The natural resource endowment of a country will
obviously attract certain type of foreign firms which
aim at the supply of these resources. Development of
the extractive industries is a vivid example which
requires little elaboration.
The availability of cheap labour in less-developed
countries also gives them a comparative advantage in the
production of labour-intensive goods. It is one of the
most important factors leading to the location of export-
oriented foreign investments in developing countries
rather than developed countries. However, it is not
wages but labour costs that are relevant in determining
the abilitity of an industry to compete internationally.
In many cases, high wages are more than offset by higher
productivity, in large part due to superior technology.
In order to attract foreign investment, the less-
developed countries must possess cheaper labour costs, but
not simply lower wages.
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Besides, as advanced technolgoy requires labour to
possess higher education level in order to understand
and carry out the production process, the less-developed
countries must possess enough skilled labour, not just
plenty of unskilled labour, so as to attract foreign
investment. Also, the higher education level may
increase the productivity which can increase its attract-
iveness or compensate for its higher wage level as
compared with other less-developed countries.
(c} Other Inducements
As mentioned in the previous section, tax incentives is
still an important element in attracting foreign investment, but
it is not a determining factor in choosing the location. Seeing
this fact, some less-developed countries have introduced greater
selectivity, linked with the screening processes, into the
granting of tax concessions. Tariff protection may be another
factor. A high level of tariff protection will encourage
foreign investment in the import-substituting industries where
the investor can enjoy a market protected from the competition
of imported goods. Therefore, tariff protection is still a
specific incentive to potential foreign investors.
(d) Policies Towards Foreign Investors
In general, foreign firms prefer policies which both
offer them liberal treatment and are not subject to frequent
21
changes. Among the policies which foreign investors most
dislike are those restricting capital repatriation or profit
remittance, imposing bureaucratic controls and making require-
ments on local equity participation and local procurements.
Very often, specific incentives tend to be less important if
compared with the adverse effect of the above mentioned
factors.
3. Effects on Host Country
The actual and potential impact of foreign private investments
on the host countries is a matter of controversy. One view lays
stress on the benefits to be derived from the resultant transfer of
resources, often scarce locally. Via the spread of skills, technology
and know-how, and via the stimulus to local economic activity and to
external capital inflows provided by the presence of foreign
enterprises, the output, employment and incomes in the host country
can be increased. Another view questions the extent to which foreign
investments actually add to the stock of productive resources in the
host country, and the appropriateness of the resources transferred,
particularly technology. The costs of foreign investment are listed:
the outflow of resources in the form of profits, royalties, fees, and
hidden transfer payments, and the possibility of negative indirect
effects such as the promotion of economic and political dependence
and the distortion of the -process of development, stiffling local
enterpreneurship, introducing inappropriate products and production
techniques exacerbating income inequalities and so on.
22
It is not possible here to go into all the wide-ranging and
complex issues in this controversy. However some of its particular
advantages and disadvantages related to the manufacturing industries
can be mentioned.
(a) Economic Concerns
It is no accident that foreign owned firms in developing
countries are often concentrated in the export sector and has
markedly better performance than that of local firms. As the
local market is usually small in less-developed countries,
export is the best choice for their economic growth. In this
way, foreign direct investment benefits the host countries. But
whether or not, and to what extent, a foreign subsidiary engages
in exporting often depends on the global sales strategy of the
parent firm. Obviously in certain fields, the subsidiary firm
is established primarily to serve an overseas market. On the
other hand, some subsidiaries are established to serve the local
market and sales overseas are subject to restrictions, or even
bans, imposed by the parent company. Such restrictions may
indeed act as a brake on the industrial expansion and export
growth that might have occurred if the firm is under local
control.
On the production side, foreign firms often have an
advantage over local firms as a result of their superior, and
sometimes exclusive, access to technology, skills, know-how and
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capital. In industries, such as those in the extractive
sector, requiring substantial amounts of risk capital, the large
foreign firm with its greater resources and access to the
world's capital markets is clearly at an advantage. Given these
advantages, less-developed countries may benefit considerably
from permitting foreign firms to participate in their economies.
Their activities can diversify output and exports and directly
increase employment and incomes, in form of wages, taxes and
consumer gains accruing locally. And indirectly, the country
can gain further if the skills and technology transferred
become available to local producers or if the firm stimulates
local economic activity on the part of suppliers, competitors,
distributors and so on.
One of the major criticisms concerning foreign direct
investment is that it transfers inappropriate technologies to
host less-developed countries: for example, foreign firms may
introduce labour saving production techniques which are better
suited to conditions in industrially advanced countries for
which they were developed. Also the export-oriented firms
receive another kind of criticism that they do not have benefit-
icial spread effects. Due to the simplicity of their production
processes and few linkages with local distributors and suppliers,
the diffusion of skills and technology is limited. Besides,
since it is the parent firm which makes major decisions on
production and marketing, especially in export-oriented sub-
sidiaries, the diffusion of higher level managerial and marketing
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skills is inevitably minimal.
An important and inherent cost of all foreign investment
is that investible resources and foreign exchanges are trans-
ferred out of the host country to the foreign investor, following
his initial beneficial transfer of resources to the host
country. Very often the foreign investor appropriates an
unfair share of the benefit. The most important sense in which
this might be true is that tax concessions and subsidies allow
the foreign investor to avoid host country taxation on his
profits, obtaining a higher rate of return on his investment
than the minimum necessary for him to continue in the host
country. Tax concessions may be regarded as the price for
obtaining that investment. In addition, transfer from the parent
company, such as inputs of capital equipment, technology and
other intangibles, may be valued so as to reduce or increase
the real rate of profit. This avoidance of host country
taxation is another cost.
(b) Political and Social Concerns
Private foreign investment is not only owned and controlled
by private groups in pursuit of orofits but also by private
interests who are non-residents. At the political level, this
means that the owners and managers are less firmly under the
jurisdiction of local governments. To some extent these
owners and managers are within the jurisdiction and under the
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influence of a foreign government, usually of a comparatively
rich developed country. If there are cases of dispute, the
power and influence of the investing country may be exercised
on behalf of the foreign investor against the host country.
The investing country can also use the economic power of its
foreign investor to further its political ends. Furthermore,
foreign investment means openly admitting a free enterprise
sector of foreign economic organization towards which local
political attitudes might be sceptical.
At the social level, foreign investment means that income
is redistributed from local capitalists that alien personnel
and practices are challenged and traditional beliefs are
threatened. Foreign investment, in short, is seen as a threat
to the political sovereignty and independence of the host country
and to the independent development of its social and cultural
life.
These and other political and social concerns have
probably been much more important in determining the prevailing
attitudes and politics of the less-developed countries towards
private foreign investment than economic calculations. No
attempt is made to examine these broader political and social
issues here. A fundamental point is that the political and
social consequences of foreign investment cannot be realistically
assessed in isolation but, like economic effects, must be
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measured against the political and social consequences of
alternatives.
At its simplest, the effects of foreign investment can
be grouped into two questions, one economic and the other
political and social. The economic question is concerned with
the total net economic benefits in terms of real income and
employment that the host countries can derive fromToreign
investment. The political-social questions is concerned with
whether there is a positive or negative relationship between
the economic benefits arising from foreign investment and the
host country's social and political interest. The whole problem
boils down to a trade-off, and whether foreign direct investment
is beneficial to a host country depends on the balance of costs
and benefits generated. There is no unique solution suitable
for all less-developed countries. They should base on their
own economic and political situations to decide whether they
should attract foreign direct investment and which type of
investment is required.
4. The Case of None Kong
The previous sections have presented the reasons for foreign
investment and the factors affecting the attractiveness of a less.
developed country to foreign investment. In this section, Hong Kong
will be taken as a case study. We shall first discuss Hong Kong's
political environment, economic environment and policies towards
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foreign investors. Then an overall assessment of its investment
climate will be given.
(a) Political Environment
One of the objectives of manufacturers to invest abroad
is to reduce the risk and one of the determinants of risk is
the political environment. Hong Kong can be considered as a
stable area compared with other countries in the region.
Actually, the fate of Hong Kong is almost entirely decided by
Beijing. It is not a problem. whether or not Hong Kong will be
taken over by China, rather, it is more of a time problem.
This is an important psychological factor that must be taken into
consideration in the investment planning of entrepreneurs,
especially the overseas entrepreneurs. Under these circumstances,
entrepreneurs are hesitatant to plan any long-term investments,
projects, but more interested in those which have the shortest
payback period. However, in recent years, the political
environment of Hong Kong is much improved. This is due to the
good relationship between China and the United Kingdom. In
addition, China may also need diplomatic support from the Western
countries in its anti-Russia campaign and Hong Kong can function
as a trading port for China. This can partly explain why there





As Hong Kong has nearly no raw material resources,
overseas investments will not come to Hong Kong for
material supply. The chief factor contributing to
Hong Kong's attractiveness to overseas investment is its
comparatively low labour cost resulting from the
abundant supply of labour. From the 19 50 s to 1970s.,
population growth by birth and waves of immigrants from
Mainland China have helped Hong Kong to maintain a
sufficient supply of labour, especially in the unskilled
and semi-skilled categories. But it is cheap labour
costs, and not low wages which attract foreign investment.
The difference lies in the productivity. It can be seen
from Table II-1 that the growth rate of labour productivity
over the period, 1961-78, has sustained at a high level.
Table II-1- Growth Rate of Productivity of the Labour








Source: Report of the Advisory Committee on Diver.
sification, 1979, Government Printer, Hong Kong,
P.27.
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In Table II-2, it can be observed that, comparing with
other countries, Hong Kong has maintained a relatively
high rate of productivity growth over a long period.
Besides investments in plant and equipment, the fall in
the participation rate of males and females under twenty
years of age due to longer periods of compulsory education,
particularly the development of technical education,
will further improve the productivity of the Hong Kong
labour force and at the same time give rise to the supply
of more skilled labour. It can serve as a compensation
to the adverse effect of higher wage rates as compared
with the neighboring countries like Taiwan and South
Korea.
Table 11-2- The Growth Rate of Productivity of Certain
Economies in the Period 171 to 1977






Federal Republic of Germany 3.9
U.S.A. 2.3
United Kingdom 1.5
Source: Report of the Advisory Committee on Diversifi-
cation 1979, Government Printer, Hong Kong, P.28.
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Other characteristics of Hong Kong's labour force
have also contributed to the growth momentum of the
economy and the attractiveness of Hong Kong as a
manufacturing base for foreign investors. Firstly,
because of the relative absence of strong labour unions
and of collective bargaining in Hong Kong, the deter-
mination of wages is largely a function of the forces
of supply and demand. Hence, money earnings are
relatively less rigid downwards and involuntary
unemployment is less likely to occur. Secondly, the
supply' of labour in Hong Kong is responsive to wages.
This can be seen from the willingness of the labour force
to work overtime and long hours. Thirdly, the labour
force is mobile geographically and between industry
sectors. The former is because of the compactness of
Hong Kong and the existence of a fairly efficient and
cheap public transport system. The latter is because of
the relative absence of institutional factors preventing
workers from moving between jobs. And, the skill
requirements in Hong Kongts industries have not been
very high and have tended not to be very industry
specific, at least so far.
(ii) Tariff
Hong Kong is a traditional free port. Except for a
few commodities, there is no import tariff. So foreign
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investors will not come to invest in Hong Kong because
they want to have a share of Hong Kong's market and to
break through the tariff barrier by direct investment.
In other words, Hong Kong government does not provide
any tariff protection to foreign investors. A protective
tariff in a market with limited size would not be meaning-
ful to foreign investors. Now they can import raw
materials and equipment free of tariff for their export-
oriented manufacturing industries.
(iii) Infrastructure
Hong Kong has a highly developed transport and
communication system. Besides a fine natural harbour and
an efficient container terminal, Hong Kong also has a
modern international airport, an underground railway
system and a well-developed road system which is always
improving, and excellent telephone, telex and cable
facilities. These are important ingredients for doing
business on an international scale.
Hong Kong is a noted international financial centre.
It has a large number of international banks and finance
companies that can offer a comprehensive banking and
financial services of the highest order. They can be
depended upon to finance machinery and equipment purchase
as well as working capital requirements. There is also
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no exchange controls over the movement of funds in or
out of Hong Kong. On the manufacturing side, Hong Kong
has a wide range of supporting industries that can
provide components, materials and part-manufacturing
processes. All these factors can increase the attract-
iveness of Hong Kong as a production base of foreign
investors.
(iv) Taxation
Differing from most other developing countries,
Hong Kong does not offer any tax incentives to overseas
investors. However Hong Kong has a very low standard
rate of taxation as compared with other developed or
developing countries. The corporate profits tax is 17%
and the personal income tax is only 15% at the maximum.
There is no tax on royalties, dividends, sales or capital
gains. It is this low standard rate of taxation which is
most attractive to overseas investors. From the survey
conducted by S.C. Ho, referred to in Appendix II-l(a) to
(c), investors from three major investing countries all
claimed that the low standard tax rate was one of the
factors with most influence.
(c) Government rnment Policy
Hong Kong Government policies are stable and are designed
to avoid bureaucratic involvement in business. Laissez-faire is
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the basic policy, Though it does not offer any snecl benefits
to e co overseas investors, it has no disoripination against
them either. All companies, local and overseas, are treated
alike. The most important thing is that there i s no control on
overseas firms in their repatriation of profits and capital
back to their home countries. One hundred percent foreign
ownership is also permitted.
Of the three factors of production, namely land, labour
and capital, land has been and continues to be the scarcest
factor in Mono Kong The shortage of land for industrial use
has resulted in its high price. This has operated against the
development of lazed--intensive industries, and encouraged. the
establishment of those industries which can operate efficiently
in high--rise .factory. buildings. This hinders overseas investment
a lot, especially the large plants which requires plenty of land
or large size machinery. The Government has recognised this.
mom the early 1970s, a certain amount of land has been ma 6e
available at preferential prices to new industries employing
high--technology manufacturing processes which are not suitable
for operation in multi-storey factory buildin s. This process
has more recently been extended and formalised by the establish-
meat of specific industrial estates and a statutory corpor ata on
which help facilitate the establishment of processes that
complement the existing industrial strial structure. It is clear that
this policy benefits overseas investors most, as most of them
bring together their higher tecl ology with their capital
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investment. However, even at concessionary prices the sites
made available are still considerably more expensive than
those available in neighbouring economies such as Taiwan and
South Korea, so that the cost of industrial accommodation is
likely to remain a barrier to land-intensive manufacturing
industries.
Besides this, Hong Kong Government does not provide
other incentives to attractive foreign investments. In August
1975, an Industrial Investment Promotion Coordinating Committee
was appointed by the Trade Development Council, the Trade,
Industry and Customs Department and. the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce. One of the means of promoting industrial
investment was the despatchment of missions overseas between
August 1975 and July 1979. Although the initial result is
satisfactory only, activities of this nature tend to take a
long time to bear fruit. These promotional efforts undertaken
so far have proved to be useful.
(d) Overall Investment Climate
In determining the overall investment climate of Hong Kong,
the opinion of foreign investors in Hong Kong is important.
A survey concerning the investment objectives of foreign
investors has been conducted by Suk-ching Ho in 1976.7 The
7 Suk-ching Ho, International Investors in Hong Kong- What
Did They Look For? New Asia College Academic Annual, Volume
XIX, 1977, P.241-251.
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rating scale and the summarised reports of investors from
three. major investing countries in Hong Kong, namely the 'United
States, Japan and the United Kingdom, are reproduced in
Appendix All-1 (a)- (c). The rating is divided into three
groups, factors with most influence with points from 2.00 to
3.00, factors with moderate influence with points from 1.00 to
1.99 and factors with least influence with points from 0.00 to
0.99. The low tax ceiling is the factor which all of them
considered as most important. Other factors with high ranking
given by investors from the three are: peaceful industrial
relations, availability of efficient labour, freedom to repatriate
earnings, freedom to transfer capital and assets, and easy to
serve export markets. The largest difference among them is that
both the Japanese and British assigned local market potential as
having moderate influence, while the American investors treated it
as least important. These results are confirmed by a similar survey
conducted by C.L. Hung in 1976-77.8
The overall investment climate can be assessed by means of
the rating scale used by Robert Be Stobaugh with a slight
modification.9 K.C. Nun and S.C. Ho gave a score of eighty-two
to Hong Kong, as the maximum score of the rating scale is 100, so
Hong Kong has a favourable investment climate,10 as seen in Appendix
8 C.L. Hung, Foreign Investments, the Business ivironment in
Hong ± .ong, edited by David Lethgridge, chapter 6, 1979, P.200.
9.Robert B. Stobaugh, How to Analyse Foreign Investment Climate,
Harvard Business Review, September-October, 1969
10 K.C. Mun and S.C. Ho, Foreign Investment in Hong Kong: Development,
Investment Climate and Opportunities, Department of Marketing
and International Business, the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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All-2. The favourable factors of the investment climate are: no
capital repatriation restriction, hundred per cent foreign ownership
allowed, no discrimination against foreign business and currency
stability. Hong Kong gets full mark in these categories.
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Appendix All-1 (a) Mean Scores of 20 Country-related Factors
American Investors
Mean Scores
Factors with most influence (2.00- 3.00)
1. Peaceful industrial relations 2.355
2. Availability of efficient labour 2.323
2.3233. Stability of Hong Kong government
4. Freedom to repatriate earnings 2,258
5. Freedom to transfer capital, assets 2.258
6. Low tax ceiling 2.032
7. Easy to serve export markets 2.000
Factors with rlod.erate influence (1.00- 1099)
S. Lower wage costs including fringe benefits 1,968
9. Strategic location of Hong Kong 1.839
10. Ji stence of adequate infrastructure 1.806
11. Existence of supporting industries 1.774
12. Relationship of Hong Kong with China 1.548
13. Access to specialized skills 1.290
14. Tax incentives 1.226
15. Conditions of living for expatriates 1.161
16. Lower cost of transportation 1.129
Factors with least influence (0.00- 0.99)
17. Government incentives 0.968
18. Greater depreciation allowances 0,903
0.80619. Access to local sources of capital
0.80620. Local market potential
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Avnendix All-1 (b) Mean Scores of 20 Country-related Factors
Japanese Investors
Mean Scores
Factors with most influence (2.00- 3.00)
2.3121. Low tax ceiling
Fectors with moderate influence (1.00- 1.99)
1.9372. Easy to serve export markets
1.7503. Lower wage costs including fringe benefits
1.7504. Availability of efficient labour
1.6875. Freedom to repatriate earnings
1.6256. Freedom to transfer capital, assets
1.6257. Peaceful industrial relations
1.3758. Local market potential
1.3759. Stability of Hong Kong government
1.37510. Existence of adequate infrastructure
1.31211. Strategic location of Hong Kong
1.25012. Lower cost of transportation
1.12513. Existence of supporting industries
1.00014. Greater depreciation allowances
Factors with least influence (0.00- 0.99)
0.93515. Access to specialized skills
0.75016. Access to local sources of capital
0.75017. Tax incentives
0.56318. Conditions of living for expatriates
0.37519. Relationship of Hong Kong with China
0.31320. Government incentives
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Appendix All-1(c) Mean Scores of 20 Country-related Factors
British Investors
Mean Scores
Factors with most influence (2.00- 3.00)
1. Low tax ceiling 2.778
2. Freedom to transfer capital, assets 2.556
3. Freedom to repatriate earnings 2.W
2.3334. Local market potential
5. Peaceful industrial relations 2.222
6. Availability of efficient labour 2.111
7. Easy to serve export markets 2.111
S. Existence of supporting industries 2.111
Factors with moderate influence (1.00- 1.99)
9. Existence of adequate infrastructure 1.889
1,77810. Stability of Hong Kong government
11. Lower wage costs including fringe benefits 1.778
12. Access to local source of capital 1.333
13. Lower cost of transportation 1.333
14. Strategic location of Hong Kong 1.333
15. Relationship of Hong Kong with China 1.222
16. Greater depreciation allowances 1.222
17. Conditions of living for expatriates 1.000
Factors with least influence (0.00- 0.99)
18. Access to sveciali zed skills 0.889
19. Government incentives 0.444
0.33320. Tax incentives
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Anoendix AII-2 Reting Scale for Evaluating, a Country's Inyestment Climate
Score




8Restrictions based only on time
6Restriction on capital




0-12 12100% allowed end welcomed 12









120.1212Foreign treated same as loeal
Minor restrictions on foreigners,
10no control
No restrictions on foreigners,
8some control
Restrictions and controls on
6foreigners
Some restrictions and ?heavy
controls on foreigners 4
Severe restrictions and controls
2on foreigners
0Foreigners not allowed to invest
!+. Currency stabi ii +,Y:
201.2020Freely convertible
Less than 10 on en/black mrket
18differential







10% to 100% Open/black market
8differential
Over 100% open/black market
differential 4
5. Political stability:
0-12Stable long term 12
10Stable, but dependent on key person
Stable, but dependent on pof
neighbouring country policy
8 8
Internal factors,* but government
6in control
Strong external and/or internal
4pressures that affect policies
Possibility of coup or other
2rakical change
Instability, real possibility of
0coup or change
6. Wlingmess to grant tariff
vrotection:
8 2-8Extensive protection granted
6Considerable protection
4Some protection
22Little or no protection
7. Availability of local capital:
Developed capital market, open
10 0-10stock exchange
Some local capital available,
8Sspeculative stock market
6Limited capital market
Capital scarce, short term 4
2Rigid controls over capital
0Active capital flight
H. Annual inflation for last 5 years:









CHAPTER III PATTERN OF OVERSEAS INVESTMENTS IN HONG KONG
In the early stage of industrial growth in Hong Kong, the amount
of overseas investment in the manufacturin sector was insinifcant.
Since 1960 , overseas investment began to increase in different
manufacturing industries. However, overseas investment increased at
a rapid rate only afyer 1970, almost quadrupling its value in eight
years, and became important in the manufacturing sector of Hong Kong
Nearly one half of all overseas investments originate from the United
States. Other leading Sources of investment are Japan and. the United
Kingdom, but. their shares are much less than that of the United staes
Overseas investors tend to prefer labour--intensive industries. In 1978
about 25% of fore ,investment was in electroincs, 15% in textiles.
in this chanthe, the patten and development of overseas
investments from 1974 to 1978% as classified by origin and industories
will be discussed. Besides the time series pattern, the growth rate,
relative importance c:nd. size of firms will be analyzed o
1. Origin of Overseas Tnvestments by Country
There are over twenty countries which fly re Investments In
Hong Kon. As restricted by the data availa.bl e, only twelve lar. gertt
investing countries in the recent five rears (from 1974 to 1978)
be dealt with, During the past years. the total amount of overseas
eves t,ments is always increasing though with a different growth rate
but the amounts o investment of different countries have a greater
fluctuation some have increased.a lot but some reduced This is
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seen in Table III-1.
(a) Capital Investment
In terms of both the amount of investment and number of
establishments, the United States was the chief source of
overseas investment over the five years under review. In 1974,
its x$813 million investment in 95 establishments represented
49.8% of the total. Despite of increasing amounts its share of
the total had reduced slightly. This means that its growth is
less than the average. By 1978, the American investors had
949 million invested in 123 establishments in Hong Kong,
amounting to around 4% of the total, and continued to play a
dominant role.
The second largest source of overseas investment in Hong
Kong is Japan. In 1974, 67 establishments had interest from
Japan totalling HK$ 255 million. As comvared with that of the
United States, it was much less. Similar to that of American
investments, investments from Japan had a large increase in
1976, which increased from HK$261 million to HI353 million and
its share increased from 15.47 to 19.01. On the whole, the
number of establishments and the amount of investment was
monotonously increasing. Also the increase in the amount of
Japanese investment was the greatest among all investing countries.
It seems that Javanese investments will play a even more important
role in the near future.
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Table III-1 Overssas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industry - know to TICD
Breakdown by Source Value of Investment: HK$ Million
As at 31.12.78As at 31.12.77at 31.12.76As at 31.12.75As at 31.12.74
InvestmentInvestmentInvestment No. ofInvestment No. ofInvestment (Excl. H.K. % ofNo. of (Excl. H.K. % ofNo. of (Excl. H.K. % ofNo. ofCountry Establish-(Excl. H.K. % of Establish-(Excl. H.K. % of Interest in TotalEstablish Interest in TotalEstablish-Establish- Interest in Total mentInterest in Total rentInterest in Total case of J/V)ment case of J/V)case of J/V)mentment case of J/V)case of J/V)
43.1123 949.0110 46.5920.449.3916.6105800.2 47.2822.1 49.6 99U.S.A. 95
19.019.9 400.89688 393.419.0352.815.4 75261.372255.8 15.467Japan
7.3153.236148.6 7.5144.3 7.7 3127159.0298.3 9.4138.126United Kingdom
16 108.9 5.164.8 3.3120.814.5102.5151.9 42.331.07Switzerland
102.8 4.97102.8 5.27100.0 5.41.322.7 51.017.0 4Netherland 3
24 4.390.023 4.690.388.8 4.82117 5.514 93.85.4Australia 90.1
63.9 3.01963.716 3.261.3 3.361.08 961.0 3.68 3.7Singapore
2.8192.6 58.5162.7 52.449.88.0 11134.5134.5 8.1Thailand 55
2.416 50.22.5152.6 50.410 48.719.3 1.2111.015.8F.R. Germany 4
1.123.61.223.1 321.223.1223.9 1.41.523.9France 33
1.021.8180.713.5130.712.5101.81.712 28.2Taiwan 7 31.0
0.611.70.611.0 50.611.0 315.8 0.912.0 0.7 3Philippines 7 4
71.7 3.42.2 391.9 44.13135.5241.8161.714 28.9Others 30.1
421367265 290 312 100%2,106.11,978.5100%1,858.91,694.9Total:- 1,658.4 100%339*100% 289*247* 100%
Notes: (1) 26 other companies are known to have some overseas interest, the
full details of which are not yet available.
(2) Figure masked with an asterisk denotes the actual number of
establishments. The apparent discrepancy is because some
esttabliahment are joint venture involving more than one
overseas interest.
(3) J/V: Joint ventures.





Though Hong Kong is a colony of the United Kingdom,
investments from her in the manufacturing sector ranked the third
only. Surely, the chief reason is that British investments in
Hong Kong are mainly in the trading and banking sector.
Moreover, a long time before other countries started investing
in Hong Kong, there were some British capital invested in the
manufacturing sector in Hong Kong. But since this was historical,
such investments with headquarters in Hong Kong are included in
local investment. In 1974, investment from the United Kingdom
amounted to HK$138 million with 26 establishments. This
represented only 8.3% of the total overseas investments in Hong
Kong and only one-sixth of that of the United States. The
amount of British investment in the manufacturing industries in
Hong Kong reached its peak level in 1975 and there was a large
drop in 1976. Though in the later two years, both the amount of
investment and of establishment had increased, in 1978 the
amount of investment was still less than that of 1975 and its
share in the total overseas investments dropped to 7.3%.
Over 70% of the overseas investments were from the above
three countries, the remaining were from many others. Switzerland
and Netherlands ranked the fourth and fith. Both of them did
not rank high in 1974. The share of investment from Switzerland
increased from 1.9% in 1974 to 5.1% in 1978. Investments from
Netherlands only had a share of 1% in 1974, but in 1976, owing
to the large investment in a firm, the amount of investment
rocketed from HK22.7 million to HK$100.0 million and placed
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it to the fourth place in that year. Thailand was the only
country which had a large drop in its investment. It was in
1976 that its investment dropped from HK134.5 million to W,49.8
million so that its share in the overseas investment dropped from
8.0% to 2.7%. This was not due to a large withdrawal of
investment, but only a change in the classification. As the
investor was settled in Hong Kong) his' investment was
reclassified as local. The number of establishments and the
amount of investments of the remaining countries generally
increased over the years.
(b) Growth Rates
On the whole, the average annual growth rate of overseas
investment in Hong Kong from 1974 to 1978 was 6.77 and over all
four years there were positive growth rates. Netherlands had
the best average annual growth rate, 126.2%, which was due to
the huge growth in 1976. The second was Switzerland, similarly
due to a large growth in one year, 1977, which was the highest
growth in one year among all countries. Investments from F.R.
Germany also had a large average growth rate of 54.4%. However,
as mentioned before, the largest increase in the amount of
investment was from Japan though with an average of 14.2%. The
largest drop was in the investment from Thailand. The growth
rates in table 111-2 show specially that there had been a great
increase in Western European interests, and some of their
investments were quite large in scale.
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Table III-2 Groirth Rates of Overseas Investment in Hong Kong
Nanufacturing Industry - Known to TICD breakdown by Source
Average
Country ober annum1976-77 1977-781975-761974-75
- 2.7% + 0.4%U.S.A. + 3.9%+ 3.1%+ 14.5%
+ 14.2+ 11.5 + 1,9+ 2.2Japan + 35.0
+ 2.7+ 15.1 + 3.1United Kingdom - 9.2 + 3.0
+ 62.8+ 68.1+ 346.9- 65.7Switzerland + 36.5
+ 126.2+ 2.8Netherlands + 340.5+ 33.5
- 0.0- 0.3+ 1.7Australia - 5.3+ 4.1
+ 1.2+ 0.3+ 0.50 + 3.9Singapore
Thailand + 11.6 - 14.1- 63.00 - 5.2
- 0.4+ 22.2 + 54.4+ 3.5F.R. Germany + 152, 3
0 + 2,2 - 0.30 - 3.3France
+ 61.5+ 8.0 - 5.7- 59.7Taiwan + 9.9
+ 6.4 0.60+ 31 ,7 - 30.4Philippines
+ 62.6 + 37.0+ 24.2+ 17.9+ 4.2Others
+ 6.7%+ 6.4%+ 9.7%+ 2.2%Total 6.4%
Source: Records kept by Industrial Promotion Division,
Trade, Industry and Customs Department (TICD).
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(c) Investment per Firm
The ratio 'investment per firm' is used to measure firm
size. However, since 'investment' here excludes local interest
in the case of joint ventures, its usefulness in measuring firm
size is limited. This ratio only shows the pattern of overseas
investors investing in a single establishment. Overall, investment
per firm was decreasing. The average investment per firm was
HKx6.26 million, but it decreased to W)5.00 million in 1978, a
reduction of 20%. In 1974, Thailand had the largest investment
tier firm of X26.9 million. Owing to the reduction in investment
in 1976, the investment per firm dropped to HK4.53 million. This
showed that investment from Thailand was concentrated in a few
establishments. Only investments from Netherlands had a
significant increase L n investment per firm, resulting from the
establishment of one large firm in 1976. As for the others,
there were much less significant changes. Nevertheless, the
average investment per firm of any country in any year was
greater than HK$1 million. This is much bigger than the size
of the average local factory.
(d) As analyzed by Industry
The latest data concerning the total overseas investments
classified by industry and country were in 1974, which are
summarized in Table 111-4.
Out of the H.K 812.7 million American investment, 1 512.4
million or 63% went to the electronic products industry, which
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Table III-3 Investment por Firm as Analysed by Source
Value in HK$ million
As at As at As at As at As atCountry
31/12/75 31/12/76 37/12/78312/12/77
U.S.A. 5.65 3.08 8.73 8.37 7.72
Japan 3.52 3.63 4.184.70 4.47
United Kingcm 5.32 5.48 7. 34 4.79 4.26
Seritzerland 2.82 1.454.43 6.315.40
I Ietherlands 5.67 20.005.68 14.69 14.69
Australia 6,9 41+ '_715.52 4.23 3.93
Singapore 7.63 7.63 6.81 3.98 3.36
Thailan 26.90 26.90 4.53 3.28 3.05
F.R. Germany 1.76 4.873.95 3.36 3.14
France 7.97 7.97 11.55 11.55 7.57
Taiwan 2.35 1.254.43 1.04 1.21
Philippine s 1.71 3.95 3.67 2.33.67
Others 2.o6 1.88 1.48 1.42 1.84
Total 6.26 5.84 5 .96 5.39 5.00
(6.25)(6.71) (6.43) (5.84) (5.46)
Totes: 1. t Investment 1 here means only the overseas investment,
i.e. excluding local interest in case of Joint Venture.
2. Figures in bracke-L'I Denote actual investment Der firm.
The apparent discrepancy is because some of the establishments
are joint ventures involving more than one overseas interest.




represented 88.3% of the overseas investment in this industry or
about one third of the total overseas investment in this year.
This shows how important the American interest in this industry.
The reason for the American investors to be so interested in
this industry is that this industry is intensive in semi-
skilled labour which is abundantly supplied in Hong Kong. In
fact,this industry was originated by the American manufacturers.
Another industry attracted the American investors most was the
electrical products and accessories, but the amount was much
less than that of the electronic products industry. Other
industries having substantial investment from the United States
were clothing, chemical products and toys. In all these three
industries, American investments shared more than half of the
total overseas investments. Most of these industries were for
exports, showing that American investments are trade-oriented in
nature.
The Japanese investors were more interested in the spinning,
weaving and finishing industry. As a large part of the products
of this industry were intermediate goods, they were usually for
domestic sales to the garment industry. Also this industry is
comparatively capital-intensive. As Hong Kong has an comparative
disadvantage in capital, these investments were mainly market-
oriented. In 1974, more than 35% of the Japanese investment was
in this industry. The second industry that attracted Japanese
investment most was electronic products industry. Though its
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Table ITI-4 Total Overseag Canital Investment by and Country, 1974
(Excluding Local Investment in Joint Venture) Unit: HK$ million
F.R.of Tanzania Sweden SpninNetherlands Bermuda Philippines Canada Panama CuracaoSingapore Taiwan Swetzerland GermanyFranceTotal U.S.A Japan U.K. Thailand AustraliaIndustry
0.750.83 16.790.250.08580.17 512.38 45.02 4.07Electronic
0.121.322.505.006.58 5.70 0.7488.83 49.84 6.79 10.24Clothing
5.6915.46112.83 90.41 1.28Spinning
2.31 0.480.171.027.87 0.3416.39 4.20Made-up Articles
0.1716.104.87179.99 13.74 11.57 0.65 132.91Watches
23.000.88Chemical 96.47 41.19 8.30 23.10
3.6423.27Metalware 49.74 10.40 12.43
1.070.92Electrical 93.87 73.35 18.52
0.12Plastic 1.605.94 1.46 0.24 1.50 1.03
2.502.0261.55 15.64 39.67 1.70Printing
0.060.06Toys 57.82 57.76
33.26Basic Metal Ind. 45.91 3.00 9.64
25.3819.547.02Bldg. & Conat. Mat. 51.93
53.54Food 3.1156.65





1.350.25 9.00116.22 23.26 2.07 80.07 0.22Miscellaneous
60.99 0.171.352.31 2.2816.10 15.25134.49 90.13 23.88 16.96 3.7026.60812.73 254.68 0.05Total:- 30.96 2.50137.98 0.120.05*1,633.21
Source: Records kept by Industrial Promotion Division,




amount was sustantial, the relative importance was much less
than that of the United States. Investment in the printing and
publishing industry ranked third among the industries having
Javanese investment in 1974. Most of the large firms in this
industry are Japanese and their eauipment is new and
sophisticated, so they are playing an important role. Like the
textile industries, this industry is also capital intensive
and market-oriented.
One sixth of British investment in 1974 went to chemical
products. The United Kingdom was the second largest investor
in this industry, next to the United States. The third was
France, its total investments exceeded 90% of the total overseas
investment in this industry. One more point worth mentioning is
that the British investment in the industries grouped as
miscellaneous totalled to HK,80.1 million or 58% of their total
investments in Hong Kong. This reflected how diversified their
investments were.
Investments from Thailand was extremely concentrated in
the watch, clocks and accessories industry. Nearly 99% of their
HK3134. 49 million investment in Hong Kong went there which
dominated the overseas investment in this industry. Though
Switzerland is famous for its watch production, their investment
is not large in this industry. Since Switzerland produces high
quality watches which require high craftsmanship of the traditional
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type, comparative advantage of cheap labour cost cannot attract
them to invest in this industry in Hong Kong. It was the textile
industries that attracted their investment most. Australian
investors were most interested in the basic metal industries
about 85% of their investment were in these industries and
products were mainly for local consumption. Taiwan had the sane
interest about 94% of the investments from Taiwan went there,
but it was less than half of that from Australia. Singapore also
had quite a large investment in Hong Kong in 1971+, which was
chiefly in the food and beverage industry. Lastly, Hong Kong
also had investments from other countries and they were mostly in
the textile industries.
2. Distribution of Overseas Investment- Indust
Overseas investments spread across practically all the major
manufacturing industries in Hong Kong.. There may be some similarities
among these industries, but there were even more difference among
them. The general picture is shown in Table 111-5.
(a) Capital Investment
In 1974, the electronics industry, with an overseas
investment of M0590 million or 35.6% of the total overseas
investment in manufacturing industries, was already the industry
with the largest amount of overseas investments. It continued to
be so even though both its amount and share were decreased to
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HK$521 million and 24.8% in 1978 Despite this development, its
share was still much larger than those of the other industries.
The textile industry was in the
second place in 1974 and remained
to be so in the later years. With an -increasing amount of capital
investment-, its share in the total gverseas investment was rather
constant. This inns that the overseas investment in this
industry bas kept up with the crease in total overseas investment.
In 11974, overseas investment in the watches, clocks and
eccessories indusstry totalled HK$8O million and ranked the third.
The overseas invesnve tient in this Industry was chiefly from Thailand.
since then, some f irms had become loocal and overseas investment in
this industry dropped. Though there was a slight increase in
Later years, its share in 1978 was 6.5% on y. In 1976, overseas
vestnent in the c.hemical dustry had a huge Increase of 1.5
fixes to M235 million. It then became the industry with the
third largest orverseas investment. Similar to that of chemical
products industry. electrical products Industry had a large
increase in 1976, nearly daubied. The printing and publishing
iustry and food ntxi'acttres industry were having about HK$1360
Mon overseas invest -ent in 1974., but their increases were
large so that they ranked the fifth and seventh in 1978
respectively. With a better than average increase in overseas
investment, the metal roducts industry improved their share to
4.7% with HK$099.4 million overseas investment in 1978. Both the
toys and metal, rolling, extrusion and fabrication industries
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Tnhle ITT-5 Oveseas Investment Hong Kong Manufacturing Industry -
known to TICD Breakdown by Industry
Value of Investment in HK$ Million
As at 31.12.74 As at 31.12.73 As at 31.12.76 As at 31.12.77 As at 31.12.78
Invo stmen Investment InvestmentIndustry InvestmentNo. of No. of InvestmentNo. of No. of(Excl. H.K. of (Excl. H.K. % of No. of(Excl. H.K. % ofEstablish- (Excl. H.K. % ofEstabhlish- Establish- (Excl. H.K. % ofEstablish-Interest in Total Establish-Interest in Total Interest in Totalment Interest in Totalment ment Interst in Totalmentcase of J/V case of J/V) mentcase of J/V) case of J/V) case of J/V)
Electronics 56 61589.7 35.6 587.5 5934.7 506.8 27.3 64 26.1516.1 68 24.8521.4
Textiles 61 227.7 13.7 71 253.1 15.0 71 280.0 15.1 87 312.7 15.8 95 314.9 15.0
Chemical Products 11 1196.5 5.8 1196.5 5.7 234.9
12.6 13 236.1 11.9 19 255.8 12.2
Electrical Products 1494.9 5.7 1897.2 5.7 195.8 10.5 21 201.5 10.2 25 203.3 9.7
Printing Publishing 8 61.5 8 61.53.7 83.6 90.3 4.9 140.39 7.1 10 141.8 6.7
Watches/Clocks and
17 180.0 10.9 20 188.2 11.1 22Accessories 132.9 7.1 25 135.2 6.8 27 137.4 6.5
Food Manufactures 6 59.9 63.6 59.9 103.5 71.9 3.9 14 72.5 3 17 122.5 5.8
Netal Products 12 49.7 123.0 2.949.7 18 84.7 264.6 95.1 30 99.4 4.7
Toys 7 57.8 83.5 58.2 3.4 9 60.3 103. 60.6 3.1 ll 67.6 3.2
Metal Rolling, Extrusion
4 2.845.9 5Fabrication 2.846.8 5 54.9 2. 5 54.9 2.8 5 54.9 2.6
Building and Constructive
54 1.934.551.9 3.1 4 5Materials 51.9 34.5 1.73.1 5 34.5 1.6
Others 112.950 8.6 124.451 8.5 53 111.9 6.0 60 19.0 6.0 74 152.6 7.2
Total: 247 1,658.4 100% 271 1,694.9 100% 289 1,858.9 100% 339 1,978.5 386* 2,106.1100%
100%
Notes: J/V: Joint ventures.
26 other comnaiss are known to have some overseas interest, the full
details of which are not available.




were having a small increase in overseas investments, their share
had dropped a little, w ile the share of the building and
construction materials industry was reduced to half.
(b) Growth Rate
As seen in Table 111-6 the chemical products industry had
the greatest average annual growth rate among the eleven
industries. The greatest yearly growth rate was in t i s industry
also, 143.4% in 1976. It was the result of the establishment
of the Dowes Chemical plant. The next was the printing and
publishing industry. The electrical products, food manufactures
and metal products industries were having an average annual growth
rate of more than 250. No reduction in overseas investments was
experienced in the above five industries during the period 1974
to 1978. The industry having the greatest drop in overseas
investment was the building and construction materials industry
but the average annual drop was 8.4% only. Others having an
negative average annual growth rate were the electronics products
and watches, clocks and accessories industries. But these
decreases were all of not much significance.
As a whole, the average annum growth rate was 6.7% and
the year having the greatest growth rate was in 1976 (9.7%) which
was the year after the recent recession. Since then, the growth
rate has stabilized.
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Table III-6 Growth Rates of Overseas Investnient in Hong Konu
Manufacturing Industr- known to TICD Breakdo by
Industry
AverageIndustry
1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 per annum
Electonics
-0.4% 1.89 l.0% - 2.9%- 13.7%
Textiles +11.2 10.6 +11.7 +0.7 +9.6
Chemical Products +143.40 8.35.1 +41.3
Electrica Products +28.6+ 2.4 2.9 +0.9
Printing & Publishing 0 + 55.4 1.1+ 46.8 +32.6
Watches/clocks &
+ 1.6
Accessories - 29.4 + 1.7+ 4.6 5.9
+0.8
Food Manufactures 0 + 20.0 +69.0 +26.l
+12.3Metal Products 0 + 70.4 +25.0+ 4.5
Toys
+11.60.7 + 0.53.6 + 4.2
Metal Rolling, Exteusion
+ 2.0 17.3 0 0 4.9
Building & Construction
Materials 0 0 0 8.4
- 33.5
Others + 1.0 22.5 + 6.3 +28.2 + 1.7
2.2Total:- 6.59.7 6.7
+ 6.4
Source: Records kept by Industrial Promotion Division, Trade




(c) Size of Frim
Due to the availability of data, the firm size by
industry can be analyzed by using two ratios, the first is
investment per firm and the other is persons engaged per firm.
The usefulness of the first ratio is limited by the exclusion
of local interest in case of joint ventures as restricted by
data. In Table III-7, it is interesting to see that the overall
average investment per firm was reduced but individual
industries have much larger fluctuations. In 1978, the printing
and publishing industry had the largest investment per firm
which nearly doubled the figure in 1974. The next industry with
largest investment per firm in 1978 was chemical products and
the third was the metal rolling, extrusion and fablication
industry. The comparatively larger firm size of these three
industries were results of their nature. In 1974, the
electronics products, watches, clocks and accessories and
building and construction material industries all had overseas
investments per firm of more than iN 10 million. The electronics
products had a gradual reduction during the period while the
other two had large reduction,.mainly in 1976. The small
overseas investment per firm in the textiles and metal products
industries are again the result of their nature.
The persons engaged per firm is a better indication for
measuring firm size. The pattern shown in Table 111-8 has no
significant change during the period from 1974 to 1978, though
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Table III-7 Investment per Firm as Analysed by Industry
Value in HK$ million
As at As at As atIndustry As at As at
31/12/74 31/12/75
31/12/7731/12/76 31/12/78
Electronics 10.53 8.59 8.06 7.679.63
Textiles 3.73 3.94 3.59 3.313.56
Chemical Products 8.77 8.77 21.35 18.16 13.46
Electrical Products 8.63 6.94 10.88 8.139.60
Printing & Publishing 7.69 7.69 11.29 15.59 14.18
Watches/Clocks &
Accessories 10.59 9.11 6.04 5.41 5.09
Food Manufactures 9.98 9.98 7.19 5.15 7.21
Metal Products 4.14 4.14 3.664.98 3.31
Toys 8.26 7.28 6.70 6.06 6.15
Metal Rolling, Extrusion
& Fabrication 11.48 9.36 10.98 10.98 10.95
Building & Construction
Materials 12.98 12.98 6.90 6.90 6.90
Others 2.86 2.83 2.11 1.98 2.06
Total:- 6.71 6.25 6.43 5.84 5.46
Notes: 'Investment' here means the overseas investment only,
i.e. excluding local interest in case of Joint Venture.
Source: Records kept by Industrial Promotion Division, Trade,
Industry and Custom Department.
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Table III-8 Persons Lhraged per Firm as Analysed Industry
As at As at As at As at As atIndustry
31/12 7/74 31/12/75 311276 31/12/77 K/7/78
E ectronics 444567 399 416 4.63 444
I Textiles 187 .155 191 197 187
45Chemical Products 6755 58 3945
Electrical Products 161 285 234 234 234
144
Printing Publi skiing 148 148 197 171
Watches/Clocks
297Accessories 252 196 254 191
Food Manufactures 4V.L 256 166 117 116
I Metal Products 120 101 85 8007
837Toy s 533 490 539 522
Metal Rolling, Extrusion
NA 178Fablication 178 182 182
Building Construction
83136Materials 123 12391
129 84Others 8475 78
218217269 221 206Total:-
Notes: NA-- Not available.
Source: Various departmental Reports, Trade, Industry and Customs
Department
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there seems to be a small gradual reduction. During the rive
years, the toys industry had the greatest persons engaged per
firm, while the electronics products industry was the second,
indicating that these two industries were mainly for the
manufacture and assembly of labour intensive products for export
markets. On the other hand, the chemical products, food
manufactures, metal products and building and construction
materials industries were more capital intensive. The products
of these industries were largely for local use.
3. Summary
To summarize, the United States, Japan and the United Kingdom
are the three leading sources of overseas investments in Hong Kong.
Together they account for some 65% to 70% of the total. But more
recently, there are increasing interests from some Western European
countries, such as Netherlands, Switzerland and F.R. Germany.
Industry-wise, overseas investments concentrate in the electronics
and textiles industries, with Americans dominating the former and
the Japanese dominating the latter. On the other hand, the chemical
products, printing and publishing,, and the electrical products
industries are the fastest growing ones.
There is also indication that overseas investments in labour
intensive industries are export-oriented, while the capital intensive
ones tend to cater more to the local market. This will be discussed
later.
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CHAPTER IV- CROSS INDUSTRY COMPARISONS
Overseas investments spread across practically all the major
manufacturing industries in Hong 'ong. The purpose of this chapter
is to have a comparison of investments in various industries in
order to see whether certain generalizations can be derived. Due to
the lack of detailed data in recent years, the analysis will be
based on the data given by the Trade, Industry and Customs Department
in Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries-
Industrial Survey Report, August 1975. The aim of the survey was to
obtain information relating to the situation of each manufacturing
establishment at the end of 1974 pertaining to its employment,
production and sales for the purpose of comparison with the corresponding
period in 1973. The analysis here is principally on 1974.
1.Type and Nature of Overseas Participation
In 1974, of the 236 manufacturing establishments with overseas
interest, 21 were set up prior to 1960. The number had increased to
118 by 1969. Between 1970 and 1974, 15 to 31 establishments were set
up annually. As mentioned in chapter III, the establishments with
overseas participation were quite concentrated in certain industries,
such as the electronic products and textile industries. The top five
industries included fifty-five percent of the total number of
establishments with overseas interest. The same pattern happened in
later years.
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Table IV-1 Type of Overseas Particivation and the Export Percentage, 1974
In Terms of Capital InvestmentIn Terms of No. of Establishments
% ofJointWholly OwnedJointWholly Owned SubsidiarySubsidiary ExportVentureIndustry Firms toVentureFirms to to Totalto Total to TotalTotalto TotalTntAI
88.7%8.4%85.8%21.2%61.5% 91.6%78.8%Electronic Products
21.666.3 95.378.520.6 580841.2Textile- Clothing
83.6-2.816.4 32.880.06.720.0Textile- Spinning/Weaving/Finishir.
13.4 71.086.620.0 56.750.0Textile- Made-up Articles 50.0
80.613.3 70.619.417.6 58.8Watches, Clocks Accessories 41.2
60.186.7 0.127.3 99.172.7Chemical Products 45.5
66.0 87.032.634.0Metalware Products 58.3 50.0 41.7
84.1 83.8 15.910.0 74.260.0Electrical Products 50.0
66.1 60.480.0 27.120.0 10.0Plastic Products 33.9
Printing & Publishing 52.950.0 42.9 44.650.0 37.5 47.2
12.9 27.5Toys 72.5 72.5 99.757.1 57.1
100100Basic Metal Industries 42.4
83.8Building & Constructions Materials 25.0 16.2 13.550.0 50.0
Food & Beverages 100 100 19.7
Jewellery 85.3100
Optical & Photographic Products 100 62.710075.0 94.5
Footwear 100 100 87.9
Leather Products 100 90.3100
Hair Products 100 100 99.7
Miscellaneous 22.750.0 89.4 83.350.0 10.6 35.3
Average: 50.0 33.1 64.850.0 58.4 35.2 73.7
burce: "Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries: Industrial Survey Report",
Trade, Industry and Customs Department, Hong Kong Government, 1975.
Notes: Wholly owned firms includes subsidiaries.
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Of the 236 manufacturing establishments, 118 were wholly owfined by
overseas interests, including 78 subsidiaries of overseas companies,
and 118 were joint ventures. The pattern of the type of overseas
participation in terms of number of establishments is shown in Table
IV-1. In general, the type of overseas participation in industries
requiring higher technology, such as electronic products and chemical
products, are wholly of-med firms. On the other hand, the market-
oriented industries are mostly joint ventures, such as the textile-
spinning/weaving/finishing and basic metal industries. Further
analysis by means of regression will be given later in this chapter.
In addition to capital investment, the overseas partners in some of
the joint ventures also had arrangements to provide technical know-
how, management facilities to the establishments or licensing
arrangements to manufacture products under a registered trade name.
About half of the joint ventures have technical know-how arrangements
with their overseas partners, indicating the transfer of technologies
from overseas investors to Hong Kong.
The pattern of the type of overseas participation in terms of
capital investment is also provided in Table IV-l. As at the end of
1974, the total capital investment in the 236 establishments amounted
to H X2,l5l million, of which HK$1,633 million (or 76,0) was invested
by overseas parties. An amount of HK.1,059 million was invested in
wholly overseas owned establishments including HK )953 million in
overseas owned subsi iaries. Investment in joint ventures amounted
to HK$1,092 million consisting of HK$574 million by overseas
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investors and HK$517 million by local concerns. On the whole,
investment per firm in the overseas wholly owned establishments are
larger than those of joint ventures.
2. Size of Overseas Investments
Size of overseas investments can be measured in terms of amount
of investment, output, employment and fixed assets. The former three
are shown in Table IV-2 and their average per establishment are shown
in Table IV-3. Since the available statistics for fixed assets is
classified by the type of overseas participation only, as shown in
Table IV-4, the average fixed asset per establishment has to be
analysed by type of overseas participation.
(a) Investment
The amount of investment and the average investment per
establishment as analysed by industry have been discussed in
Chapter III. The difference between the figures in Table IV-3
and Table III-3 is that there were amendments in the later
periods and the industry classification available in 1974 is
more detailed. The most important is that textiles are now
separated into three industries: clothing, spinning/weaving/
finishing and made-un articles, as they are quite different in
nature. The spinning/weaving/finishing industry is much more
capital-intensive and its products are intermediate goods and
mostly for local sales, while the other two are much more labour.
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Electronic Products 24.251589.67 1,416.69
Textile- Clothing 6, 786326.6498.51
112.83 259.62Textile- Spinning/Weaving/Finishin
3,61 65116.39 41.73
Watches, Clocks Accessories 179.99 273.81 5,059
Chemical Products 65782.0296,47
Metalware Products 93.1949.74
Electrical Products 104.8994.87 1,45 4,007
Plastic Products 17.445.94 558
Printing Publishing 61.55 85.60 1 9209
Toys 175.9257.82 4,266
Basic Metal Industries 157.14 88945.91
Building Construction Materials 114.6751.93 348
Food Beverages 87.29 1,25559.99
Jewellery 1203.09 4.50
Optical Photographic Products 13.40 59540.40
Footwear 1.13 6.90 211
Leather Products 1.06 142-4.27
Hair Products 8550.22 1.66
118.01Miscellaneous 2, 66295.83
Total:- 1,658.51 3, 390.50 58,823
Source: Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries:
Industrial Survey Report, Trade, Industry and Customs
Department, Hong Kong Government, 1975.
Textile-Made-up Articles
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Table IV-3 Size per establishment, 1974
Total OutputTotal Overseas
Employment
Investment per perIndustry perEstablishmentEstablishment
Establishment
in HK$ million in HK$ million
Electronic Products 25.30 (3)11.16 (4) 433 (2)
Textile - Clothing 2.61 (14) 9.07 (11) 189 (8)
Textile - Spinning/Weaving/
finishing 2417.52 (10) 17.31 (5) (5)
Textile - Made-up Articles 1.64 (15) 4.17 (14) 65 (15)
Watches, Clocks &
Accessories 10.59 (3) 298 (4)16.11 (6)
Chemical Products 8.77 (6) 7.46 (13) 60 (16)
Metalware Products 121 (11)7.77 (12)4.15 (12)
Eectrical Products 9.39 (7) 9.54 (10) 364 (3)
Plastic Products 1.74 (17)0.59 (17) 56 (17)
Printing & Publishing 7.69 (9) 10.70 (8) 151 (9)
Toys 8.26 (8) 25.13 (4) 609 (1)
Basic Metal Industries 11.48 (2) 39.29 (1) 222 (6)
Building & Construction
Materials 12.98 (1) 25.67 (2) 87 (13)
Food & Beverages 14.16 (5) 14.55 (7) 209 (7)
Jewellery 0.77 (16) 1.13 (19) 30 (20)
Optical & Photographic
Products 10.10 (9)3.35 (13) 149 (10)
Footwear 0.38 (18) 2.30 (16) 70 (14)
Leather Products 1.42 (18)0.35 (19) 47 (18)
Hair Products 0.11 (20) 0.83 (20) 43 (19)
Miscellaneous 5.28 (11) 3.99 (15) 111 (12)
Average:- 6.92 13.73 238
Notes: Figures brackets are the ranks.
Source: "Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries
Industrial Survey Report", Trade, Industry and Customs
Department, Hong Kong Government, 1975.
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intensive and their products are mainly for export, especially
the clothing industry.
Further information is given in Appendix AIV-1, which
shows the size distribution*of overseas investment in various
industries. In 1974, 85 of the 236 establishments had capital
investment ranging from one million to five million, 25
establishments from five million to ten million and 22 establish-
ments from 10 million to 20 million. Among the largest establish-
ments, there were 23 with capital investment of more than twenty
million each. Only 42 establishments had capital investment of
less than half a million each. The industries which had larger
firm size were electronic products, the textiles-spinning/
weaving/finishing, watches, clocks and accessories, chemical
products, basic metal, and building and construction materials.
In general, their comparative larger size is due to their special
nature which requires a much larger minimum investment, good
examples are the basic metal industries and the building and
construction materials industry.
(b) Output
Total production of the 236 manufacturing establishments
in 1974 amounted to more than HK$ 3,310 million. If the non-
responsive companies were taken into account, the estimated
value of the total production in 1974 amounted to HK$3,391
million, a 24% increase over 1973. With the largest investment
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and number of employees, the electronic products industry again
ranked first with a total production of HK$1, 417 million, or
4.1.8% of the total production of overseas establishments. Its
share of output was greater than its share of investment and
persons engaged. The textile industries, accounted for HKK628
million in output, or 18.5% of the total production, took the
second place. The watches, clocks and accessories, electrical
products, toys, basic metal industries and building and
construction materials all had a production of more than M100
million.
If sales were considered, the sales of the 236 establishments
in terms of value in 1974 were generally 20% greater than those
in 1973. The greatest increase in sales value was achieved by
the optical and photographic products factories, an increase of
371%. However, the increase in production in this industry was
manly 6.0% since the sales was far behind its production in 1973.
It was the building and construction materials industry which
bad both its production and sales increased most, nearly doubled.
Although the electronic factories had the highest values of
sales in both years, its growth rate was only 18.3% and was a
little bit smaller than the overall average.
Overall, the average output per firm was HT13.73
on. The largest output per firm was in the basic metal
industries. The building and construction materials, electronic
products and toys industries. were having an output per firm of
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more than B425 million. Plaatic products, jewellery, leather
products and hair products were the industries with an output
per firm less than H2 m13lion. All of them are labour-
intensive in nature. The overall pattern of the firm size as
reviewed by output per tin had no significant difference from
that of average investment per firm. Actually their rank
correlation is 0.871, significant at the 1% level.
(c) ioyment
The 236 manufacturing establishments with overseas
investment employed a total of 56,750 persons in December 1974,
representing 10.8% of the total number of employees in Hong Kong's
manufacturing undertakings. Taking into account the non-responsive
companies, estimated employment totalled 589,823 persons, or 11.2%
of Hong Kong' s total industrial employment in 1974. The fifty-
two factories with overseas investment engaged in producing
electronic products employed 249-257 persona, or 41.2% of the
total employees in overseas establishments. The next was the
textile industries, employing 119049 persons or 18.8% of total,
but it was already much less than that of the electronic industry.
The other significant employers were watches and clocks factories,
toys factories and electrical products factories.
With regard to employment per firm in 1974, the industry
with the largest average employment per firm was the toys
factories, with an average employment of 609 per firm. The
electronics factories had an average employees of 433 per firm.
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The third largest was the electrical product factories with an
average of 364 employees. The average jewellery factory
had the least number of employees of 30 which was the result
of its own nature of requiring very high craftsmanship. The
next was hair products because it was fading out. Overall, the
average employment per firm was 238. The general pattern did
not have much difference with the other two ratios. Its Spearman
rank correlation was 0.815 with 'output per firm' and 0.669 with
'investment per firmly both having a 1% level of significance.
From another point of view, with reference to Appendix AIV-2,
113 of the 236 establishments, or 47.9% of the total, employed
less than 100 persons each. 48 establishments employed between
100 to 200 persons while 1+5 establishments employed 200 to 500
persons. Only twelve establishments, ten of which were wholly
overseas owned establishments, employed more than 1,000 persons.
The three establishments employing more than 2,000 persons
were in the electronic products, watches, clocks and accessories
and electrical products. On the whole, the toys factories had
a larger employment, and so did the electronic products factories
though some of them were quite small in employment size. The
factories in electrical products were quite scattered in
employment size.
d) Fixed Assets
Total investment in fixed assets at current market value
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Table IV-4 Fixed Assets at Current Assessed Value, 1974.
In HK$ Million















165.76 176.57 28.90 371.23
(1.40) (1.50) (0.24) (3.15)
327.25 235.85 42.71 605.81
(2.77) (2.00) (0.36) (5.13)
493.00 412.42 71.62 977.04
(2.09) (1.75) (0.30) (4.14)
50.5% 42.2% 7.3% 100%
Notes: 1. Current value based on manufacturing establishments'
own assesament.
2. Figures in brackets are values per establishments
source: "Overseas investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries:
Industrial Survey Report", Trade, Industry and Customs
Department, Hong Kong Government, 1975.
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of 1974 from overseas investors was M977 million. Investment
in land and building was valued at HK$493 million at current
avicet value of 1974, or 50.5% of the total investment in fixed
soots but was only one-third of the total investment in fixed
8ssets at original cost. The difference was due to the increase
in value of land and buildings. The investment in machinery
nd equipment was about HK .12 million at current market value
of 1974. The remaining 7.3% was invested in office-equipment
and vehicles. Despite the large share of investment in land
and buildings, most of the 236 establishments operated in rented
pemises, only 87 owned their factory premises. This indicates
that the price of land and buildings in Hong Kong was very high,
so that few manufacturers can afford to own their manufacturing
premises. On the other hand, it might also show that the
overseas investors did not plan to invest in Hong Kong permanently,
prticularly the wholly overseas owned firms. The percentage
of the total investment in land and buildings in 1971+ by the
vholly overseas owned firms was 44.7%, but their share in the
total overseas investments was 64.8%. The investment in
machinery and equipment by wholly overseas owned establishments
was greater than that in land and building, but the reverse was
true in case of Joint ventures. This suggests that overseas
investors tended to participate in existing local firms which
had their own factory premises.
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3. Labour, Productivity az Factor Proportion
(a) Coiosition of Employment
The composition of employment in overseas establishments
in 1974 was shown in Table IV-5. AU 39,004 operatives and
2,285 craftsmen, representing 72.8% of the total 56, 750 persons
employed in the 236 manufacturing establishments with overseas
interest, were local employees. 12 (0.6%) of the 2,147
supervisors and foremen, 5.0% of the total number of technologists
and technicians and 17.9% of the total number of managerial/
executive were expatriates. Clearly, the higher the grade of
employment, the higher the percentage of expatriate employees.
Owing to the much higher cost in employing expatriates, the
lower grade employees were all local and only the top level
employees, such as managers and executives, were expatriates.
Due to the lack of statistical data, it could not be found
whether there was any relation between the percentage of
expatriate employees in the managerial level and the type of
overseas participation.
(b ) Salaries and Was
The 236 manufacturing establishments with overseas
interest paid a total of 556 million to their employees in
1974.. Salaries and wages received by local staff accounted
for 95.2% of the payroll in 1974 with a share of 99.3% in total
employment.
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Local Total Total TotalExpatriate Expatriate
Electronic Products 2328 105 84 20 1480 388 774 21130991
Textiles- Clothing 22 110 16 21596E 1 76 2274 5535
Textiles- Spinning/Weaving/
18 673574 38 1659 118 1634 3389Finishing









7Metalware 1432 20 4230 16 3 1339
6Electrical Products 3978 49 6439 134 3692
Plastic Products 554 204 2 15 31 486
27Printing Publishing 11812 20 1 3 246 106459
Toys 4264 4 59 4 46 39 106 4012
Basic Metal Industries 888 1 14 1 3 22 15 834
Building Construction Materials 15333 15 11 3 3 5 6 305
Food Beverages 1066 8 30 7 8 22 1 36 970
Jewellery 115 65 l4 3 5 101
Optical Photographic Products 28567 19 9 7 154 3 22 516
Footwear 211 6 1 6 198
Leather Products la 1 I4 1289
Hair Products 85 24 8 71
Miscellaneous 2421 29 72 15 29 10511 220092














Table IV-6 Average Monthly Salaries/Wages per Employee
ExpatriateLocal
Industry
December December December December
1973 19731974 1974
Electronic Products 6,585692 715 8,491
Textiles - Clothing 856713 3,535
Textiles- Spinning/Weaving/
693 6,047 7,231717Finishing
Textiles- Made-up Articles 661633 2,281 3,648
Watches & Clocks 6,250726 9,467696
Chemical Products 1,053 1,247 7,5639,408
Metalware 585495 4,635
5,615
Electrical Products 590 599 5,516
2,682
Plastic Products 642 1,667762
1,733
Printing & Publishing 1,075 1,137 3,621 5,330
Toys 677 679 2,083
2,200




Food & Beverages 2,8662,143774948
Jewellery 617 688 3,786 5,708
Optical & Photographic Products 830 6,249736 5,667
664
Footwear 664578





Source: Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries:
Industrial Survey Report, Trade, Industry and Customs
Department, Hong Kong Government, 1975.
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Table IV-6 gives a comparison between the average
salaries and wages of local and expatriate employees for
December 1973 and December 1974. The highest average monthly
paid to local employees in December 1971+ were those in the
building and construction materials industry,% 1.075. The
second highest were those in the chemical products industry,
HK$1,247. Metalware products and leather products workers received
the lowest average monthly wages, HK585. Other industries
with low average monthly wages were the electrical products,
hair products and plastics. These industries are all labour-
intensive in nature and they employed predominantly female,
semi-skilled workers. It is the nature of the individual
industries which gives rise to the difference in the average
wages.- The overall average monthly wages of local employees
was X736 in 1974, while that of the expatriate employees was
MK$6,669. However, they should not be compared as the expatriate
employees were mostly in managerial or supervisory posts while
local employees were mostly in the bottom level. Surely the
average wage would be correlated with the capital-labour ratio
and this will be tackled in detail later in this chapter.
(c) Factor Proportion
In order to compare the factor intensity of industries,
the capital per labour ratio is computed as shown in Table IV-7.
As restrained by data, 'capital' here means the total investment.
The industry with the largest capital per labour ratio was the
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chemical product industry. Besides, the basic metal industries
and food and beverages were also capital intensive. The most
labour-intensive industries in sequence were the hair products,
footwear and leather products. Both the two largest industries
by employment, electronic products and clothing, were labour-
intensive, showing that overseas investors indeed came to Hong
Kong for labour-intensive manufactures. However the use of
capital investment per labour has a drawback that -these ratios
might not be a good measure of factor intensity as commonly
conceived in economic analysis. The issue of land also further
complicates the matter.
(d) productivity
The ratio 'output per labourt' is used to measure the
productivity of labour, which is shown in Table IV-7. The
average output per labour was HK$58,300. The industry with
the highest output per labour was building and construction
materials. The next was chemical products and then the spinning,
weaving and fini sue. All these industries are capital-intensive.
The basic metal industries had the lowest output per labour
ratio, HK$17,700. The electrical products, plastic products,
footwear, leather products and hair products all had output
per labour less than HK$35,000. The data indicate, as one
might expect, that higher capital intensity would result in
higher productivity. Tests on their relationship will be
provided later.
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Table IV-7 Factor Proportion and Productivity 1974
OutputCapital
per LabourIndustry per .Labour
in l, OOO(in 1,000)
Electronic Products 25.62 59.88




64.10Textiles- Made-up Articles 30.72



















Source:" Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing
Industries: Industrial Report", Tra e, Industry and




Direct exports by the 236 manufacturing establishments in 1974
amounted to more than 73% of their annual total production in 1973,
the export percentage was less than 70%. Virtually the entire
production of the toys industry and hair products were exported.
Also more than 90% of the production of clothing, optical and
photographic products and leather products, and 88.7% of electronic
products were exported. These industries are labour-intensive.
Overseas investments in these industries are trade-oriented. They
come to invest in Hong Kong simply because the labour cost in Hong
Kong is lower. On the other hand, all the production of building
and construction materials factories were for local sales. Most of
the output of the establishments engaged in food and beverages, and
textile-spinning/weaving/finish were for local consumption. Such
a pattern is the result of the nature of each individual industry.
The outputs of some of these industrues are intermediate goods, such
as the spinning/weaving/finishing industry. Their outputs are mainly
for local sales, but the final products are for export. Thus they
can help in developing, the exportation of Hong Kong products.
The local and export sales pattern in 1973 and 1974 were
largely simflar. Their rank correlation is 0.848 which has a 1%
level of significance. Although the major portion of the industries
showed an increase in the export percentage, some of them showed a
decrease. Nevertheless, only five of them had a change of more than
10% and a comparison of two consecutive years will not provide much
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Table IV-8 Production and Sales of Establisbments with
Overseas Interest, 1974
Value in $ million
ExportEstimated
Value
Industry Total % of
of Sales
Production Production
Electronic Products 124O0.48 88.7% 1, 590.57
Textiles- Clothing 314.44 95.3 380.46
Textiles- Spinning/ Weaving/
259.62 290o32.8Finishing
Textiles- Made-up Articles 46.3171.041.73
Watches and Clocks 273.81 70.6 315.02
Chemical Products 82.02 60.1 111.94
Metalware 87.0 106.8393.19
Electrical Products 103.94 150.0074.2
Plastic Products 17.44 60.4 19.48
Printing Publishing 85.60 98.9744.6
Toys 175.92 99.7 190.99




Food Beverages 19.739.72 75.69
Jewellery 85.34.50 5.25
optical Phosographic Products 40.40 94.5 49.06
Footwear 6.90 87.9 6.76
Leather Products 90.34.27 4.50
Hair Products 1.66 1.6699.7
Miscellaneous 117.2192.97 35.3
I Total:- 3, 859.563,310.42 73.7%
Source: Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries:
Industrial Survey Report, Trade, Industry and Customs
Department, Hong Kong Government, 1975.
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sigt .ficant information. Most robablprobably changes are due to demand
conditions.
5. Some IIn1Dirical Tests
In this section, nine ratios or statistics compiled in previous
sections will be put together to find whether there are certain
relationship among them by correlation analysis* Ftzrther rove stigation s
will be conducted by means of regression. Logarithms for all values
are used, and the correlation matrix based on the data in 1971r is
shown in Table Iv-9.
(a) Correlation Analysis
The export percentage is highly correlated with the
capital per labour ratio. They are negatively correlated which
means that the labour-intensive goods are chiefly for export.
It agrees with the presumption that overseas manufacturers
invest in Hong Kong because they want to take advantage of cheap
labour. They invest in the labour-intensive industries and
then export the products. As Hong Kong is comparatively
disadvantaged in capital supply, overseas investors would not
come to Hong Kong to produce capital-intensive products for
export. If they come, they just want to capture the local market
and reduce the transportation costs.
As trade-oriented overseas investments come to gong gong
because of the cheaper labour cost, it is expected that the
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Table IV-9 Correlation Matrix
Export Percentage
Capital per Labour















































































Number of Observations = 17
notes: 5% Level of Significance
1% Level of Significance
Source: "Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries: Industrial Survey Report",
Trade, Industry and Customs Department, Hong Kong Government, 1975
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higher the average wage rate, the lower will be the export
percentage, i.e. export percentages are negatively correlated
with average wage rates. However, the average wage rate is also
affected by other factors such as factor intensity and
conditions in the labour market, so the correlation coefficient
of the two ratios is negative but insignificant.
Obviously the capital per labour ratio is positively
correlated with average wage rate., since labour productivity
depends on capital intensity. This is true in case of overseas
investments. The capital per labour ratio has a higher correlation
coefficient with the average wage per local employees because
the labour cost is associated with the operatives and has
little relationship with the salaries of the management. The
operatives are chiefly local employees while the expatriate
employees are chiefly in managerial posts.
Capital per labour is positively correlated with firm
size. Though it is still insignificant in a 5% level of
significance, their positive rel.tionship shows the right
picture that large firms are generally more capital intensive.
Besides capital per labour ratio, the average wage per
local employee is highly correlated with the overall average
wage rate. It is simply because the shares of the local employees
in both the amount of wage payment and number of the total
employment are very large. Also the average wage rate of
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local employees is positively correlated with the ratios
measuring firm size though not significant within the 5% level
of significance. Larger firms are comparatively more capital
intensive, and they can also afford to pay a higher wage rate.
On the other hand, the average wage rate of expatriate employees
is less correlated with the firm size though their relationship
is also positive as larger firms will give a higher salary s cal e
to attract more competent managers to run their firms.
Since the chief constituent of the overall average wage
rate is the wage of local employees, so the relationship of the
overall average wage rate with other ratios is similar to that
of the average wage of local employees.
The two ratios measuring firm size, L. e. investment per
firm and output per firm, are highly correlation simply because
they are two ratios which measuring the same thing. Both of
them have 1% level of significance with the total export. Since
the local market of Hong Kong is small, large firms with large
output must find overseas market to absorb their output.
As one might expect that high capital intensity will
result in higher productivity, output per labour ratio is
positively correlated with the capital per labour ratio. But the
correlation coefficient is insignificant at a 5% level. The
chief reason is that output per labour is not a good measure
of productivity the value-added per labour is a much better
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one. It is unfortunate that data on the latter are not
available.
(b) Regression Analysis
(i) Ecport Percentage with Nature of Ownership
It is argued that the export-oriented investors would
prefer to have a better control of the firm, so they would
prefer a wholly owned overseas firm or a wholly owned
subsidiary. A simple regression between the percentage of
export by the overseas firms, PE, and the percentage of
wholly owned overseas firms in number of establishments,
PWOOFN, shows a support to the argument. The regression
result is: 11
11.8PE R2= 0.260.53 (PWOOFN)
(t=1.963*)
Although the correlation coefficient, R2, is rather
low, it only means that the percentage of wholly owned
overseas firms cannot well explain the export percentage.
The t-value of the regression coefficient shows that it is a
significant factor-in explaining the export percentage and
the sign is correct, i.e. the larger the percentage of
wholly owned overseas firms in an industry, the more likely
that it is export-oriented. Another regression by u singg the
11 In the regression analysis that follow.,
* means 5% level of significance and
means 1% level of significance
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percentage of wholly owned overseas subsidiary., PWOOSN,
instead of the percentage of wholly owned overseas firms
gives further support to the argument. The regression
result is:
PE
47.0 0.64 (PWOOSN) R2= 0.37
{t= 2.56*)
A subsidiary has greater connection with the home
countiy. It can either serve as manufacturer of parts and
components to be used back home, or an assembly base for
the parent firm's overall export strategy. Therefore it
tends to be export-oriented. The result confirms this.
Firstly, the correlation coefficient is improved. Secondly,
the sign of the coefficient agrees with the argument and
Lits t-value is significant at 1% level of significance.
(ii). ort and Production
As mentioned in the preceding section, Bong Kong has
a small local market, for many industries, increase in
4roduction must be accompanied by increase in export. Or
that the percentage change in the total production, PCTP,
and the change in the percentage of export, CPE, should be
Positively correlated. Excluding those industries which
are chiefly for local sales because of their nature, 12 the
12 Excluding textile-spring/ueaving/fini shing , building
and construction materials and food and beverages.
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general pattern is consistent with the presumption. The
Spearman rank correlation is 0.577 which has a 5% level
of significance. A regression of the two gives the
following result:
PCTP R2= 0.5673.56 2 .04 (CPE)
(t= 3.80**)
The large t-value of the coefficient shows that the
Change in the percentage of export, CPE, is a significant
determinant of the percentage change in total production,
PCTP. The increase in production is indeed export-led.
(iii) import and Factor Proportion
As Hong Kong has a comparative advantage in labour
cost, overseas manufacturers chose Hong Kong as their
off-shore production base for labour-intensive products
for exports. On the other hand, those industries with
high capital intensity would only come here to exploit
the local market. There is no need for them to come here
for protection or to avoid trade barriers since Hong Kong
is a free port.
The regression result of the export percentage with
the capital per labour ratio is:
R2= 0.503o.369 log (C/L)5.47log (PE)
F1 17 =17.19(t= 4.15)
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Although the R2 value is not high, the independent
variable capital per labour is very significant as its
t-value is 4.15 which has a 1% level of significance. If
two more variables, average monthly wage per local
employee, AWL, and the total export, E, are added to the
regression, the result becomes:





+ 0.0803 log (E)
(t=1.71)
After the addition of these two variables, the value of R2
is improved, but their coefficients are insignificant at
a 5% level of sigh ficance. It means that both the
average wage rate of local employees and the level of
export have influence on the percentage of export, but the
level of labour intensity is the sole determinant of the
export percentage. It is interesting to note that the
coefficient of the wage rate is positive. This implies
that the export-oriented industries are not paying lower
wages, after factor proportions have been taken into
consideration.
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(iv) Amount of wort with Firm Size
As mentioned previously in this chapter, two ratios
can be used to measure the firm size: investment per firm,
I/F, and output per firm, 0/F. Because of the local
market is small, large firms, except those industries
restricted to local market by its nature such as the
building and construction materials industry, cannot rely
on local market for the sales of their output. Therefore
the firm size will depend on the amount of export. On the
other hand, firm size has little correlation with the
percentage of export and their relationship is negative.
This means that some of the firms catering mainly to the
local market are also large. Nevertheless, the relationship
of the firm size and the total export is as follows:
0.628 R2= 0.6405.73log (I/F) log (E)
7.66**(t= 5.49**)
0.557 1 R2= 0.7020.104 Log (E)log (0/F)
F1 17 = 40.0**(t = 6.33**)
Both the R2 values are quite good and the t-values are
good as they both have 1% level of significance. This may
be another indication of the export-led nature of overseas
investment in Hong Kong.
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(v) Wage and Factor Proportion
In der to examine whether there is a different
behaviour gov the wage rate of local employees and
expatriate employees, three different wage rates are calculated
for analysis4l.ee the average monthly wage per local
waplQyee (AWL), the average monthly wage per expatriate
apLoyee (AWE) and the average monthly wage per all employee
(AWT). Of course, the absolute value of wage rate of the
local and expatriate employees are different since their
grades are different, because expatriate employees are
usually in management posts wtdle local employees are
operatives. However, as Indicated in the correlation matrix,
the average monthly wage per local employee and the capital
per labour ratio is better correlated, it has a 5%.level of
significance, while the correlation between the average
monthly wage per expatriate employee and the capital per
labour is not significant at all. The regression results
are as folovs:







The value of R2 of the first regression is much higher
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than that of the second., so the capital per labour ratio is
more significant in explaining the average wage rate of local
employees. As the industry with a high level of techn logy
will have a higher level of skill requirement for labour
force, a higher wage rate must result. The case for
expatriate employees may be explained by the fact that the
expatriate employees are mostly in management positions
which are less affected by the technology level of the
industry.
Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that the average
monthly salary should be correlated with the productivity,
in this case the output per labour ratio. Primarily due to
the inadequacy of the ratio output per labour in measuring
productivity, the result is poor both the wage rate of the
local and expatriate employees are insignificantly correlated
with this ratio. Nevertheless, they are positively
correlated, i.e. a higher productivity is accompanied by
a higher wage rate.
(vi) Productivity and Factor Pro?ortion
In this connection, productivity is measured by the
output per labour (0/L). From the theoretical point of
view, productivity should be positively correlated with
the capital per labour ratio. It has been pointed out
repeatedly that output per labour is not a good measure of
productivity since the value of output includes the value
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of the materials. However, the regression result obtained
is:
log (O/L)= 2.503+ 0.386 log (C/L) R2= 0.298
The t-value of the coefficient already indicated that the
capital per labour ratio is a determinant of the productivity
though the value of R2 is small. The sign of the
coefficient is positive which agrees with our general
conception that the increase in capital intensity will
increase productivity.
6.Summary
Total overseas capital investment in Hong Kong's manufacturing
industries in 1974 amounted to over HK$ 1,659 million. Half of the
establishments are wholly overseas owned and the other half are
joint ventures. Manufacturing establishments with overseas interest
provided employment to about 59,000 persons or 11% of Hong Kong' s
industrial workforce in 1974. The majority of the manufacturing
establishments with overseas interest employed more than 100 workers
each.
It is estimated that the total production of all manufacturing
establishments with overseas investment in 1974 amounted to about
H3, 391 million with over 70% of their armual production for direct







to factor proportions- the export-oriented industries are the
labour-intensive. ones. This is because overseas investors consider
Hong Kong as an offshore manufacturing base for exports due to
its relatively cheap labour. Electronics products, electrical
products, toys, watches and clocks are examples of this endeavour.
On the other hand, some overseas investors do come to Hong Kong to
exploit the local market. They are in chemicals, building and
construction materials, etc., industries of higher capital intensity.
In general, the results are consistent with the theory of comparative
advantage.
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Appendix AIV-l Manufacturing Establishments by Size of Total
Capital Investment, 1974
Total Investment
M. 10 M.M. 5 m.
Type (HK$ m.) Below Overto to to to Total
1/2 m. 20 m.of Overseas l m. 5 m. 10 M. 20 m.
Participation
w JJ W WJ W J JIndustry WJ H
Electronics Products 2 1 15 2 11 2 1 113 3
82 1 10Textiles (Clothing) 1 14 205 34
Textiles (Spinning/
Weaving/Finishing) 1 1 1 124 34
4
Textiles (Made-up
Articles) 1 1 2 123 5 5
Watches, Clocks and
Accessories 1 13 2 1 13 104 7
Chemical Products 2 2 1 2 1 1 8 3
Metalwar Products 2 1 13 l4 7 5
Electrical Products 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 6
Plastic Products 1 2 13 82
Printing & Publishing 2 13 1 4 4
Toys 2 2 1 1 1 1 34
Basic Metal Industries 1 1 1 4
Building & Construction
Materials 1 21 2 2
Food & Beverages 21 1 4
Jewellery 1 1 2 4
Optical & Photographic
Products 4 4
Footwear 1 1 1 3
Leather Products 2 1 3
Hair Products 2 2
4Miscellaneous l 13 23 1 11
Total.- 236 15 1831 1352 33 149
Percentage:- 100 4.7 3.8 50.05.5 5.5
Abbreviations: W= wholly overseas owned (including subsidiaries)
J= Joint venture
Source: "Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries:
Industrial Survey Report", Trade, Industry and Customs
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Appendix AIV-2 Employment Size of Manufacturing, Establishments, 1974
Below 100 200 1,000
TotalIndustry
100 to 199 to 999to 499
Electronic Products 13 10 13 7 529
Textiles- Clothing 9 l3 11 1 34
Textiles- Spinning/
Weaving/Finishing 2 154 4 5
Textiles - Made-up
107 3Articles
Watches and Clocks 8 2 1 1 175
chemical Products 10 111
8 2 1 1 12Metalware
Electrical Products 6 1 1 1 1 10
Plastic Products 8 2 10
Printing & Publishing 2 824
1 2 1 1 2 7TOYS
Basic Metal Industries 1 2 1 4
Building & Construction
13 4Materials
Food & Beverages 13 4
Jewellery 4 4
optical & Photographic
Products 1 1 2 4
12 3Footwear
Leather Products 2 1 3
2Hair Products 2
Miscellaneous 2 12 2217
18 12 236113 4548Total:-
Somme: "Overseas Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries:
Industrial Survey Report", Trade, Industry and Customs




CHAPTER V- THE PLACE OF OVERSEAS INVESTMENTS IN THE HONG KONG ECONOMY
The present chapter will attempt to give comparisons of the
similarities and differences between the establishments with overseas
interest and the local establishments by means of some structural
ratios and figures. This chapter will be divided into three sections,
overall comparisons as analysed by share of overseas interest will be
discussed in the first section. The second section gill-be devoted
to the comparisons of the characteristics of local and overseas
establishments. In both sections, capital, employment wages, output
and factor proportion will be treated separately, and a conclusion will
be given in the last section. The reason for choosing 1973 as the
year for comparison is that data for both the overseas and local
establishments are available in detail this year. Though there was
another industrial census in 1976, data for overseas investments were
not available in detail. The data used here concerning the overseas
investments are mainly extracted from. the Overseas Investment in
Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries: Industrial Survey Report, Trade,
Industry and Customs Department, 1975 and partly from the 1973 Census
of Industrial Production by Industrial Production Statistics Section,
Census and Statistics Department while the data concerning the local
establishments are wholly from the 1973 Census of Industrial
Production. Analysis contained in this chapter about local establishments
are confined to reporting manufacturing establishments engaging 20
or more persons as nearly all overseas establishments belong to this
group. As the data are from two different sources, data for the
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local es bli ments are subtractions of the data for overseas
establishments from the total, there may be some inaccuracies.
However, the general picture should be clear enough.
1. Overall Comnari son
(a) ta1
-gg
Table v-1 gives the number of establishments and figures
relating to capital as analysed by percentage share of overseas
interest in 1973. Out of the 253 establishments with overseas
interest, 116 were wholly owned by overseas investors, Among
the remaining 137 joint ventures, only 55 establishments less
than one half, were controlled by overseas investors (more than
one half ownership), As compared with the total overseas
investments, represented only 5.1% in number but if the stock
of fixed assets is compared, it represented 15.5%. This
indi cate s the average size of the' local a stabli shment s is much
smaller than that of the overseas establishments. This is also
revealed in the average stock of fixed assets per firm.
Concerning the expansion of firms, measured by percentage
addition to fixed assets per establishment, overseas firms have
grown faster, especially those with higher percentage of overseas
interest. It may be simply because they were in their developing
stage as most of them came to Hong gong later.
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Table V-1 Number of Establishments and Statistics related to Capital
as analysed by Percentage Share of Overseas Interest, 1973
Gro % AdditionStock ofGross Addition
%Shareof
to wedNumber of to Fixed Assets Fixed Assets
Overseas (in $l.OOO)Establishments (in $1,000), ) Assets perInterest
FirmTotal IPer Firm Total Per Firm
0% 849 14.1%120565,739 3,998,6854,712
1-25% 26 13,507 11.9%520 4,364113, 451
169,242 19.2%26- 50% 32,410 3,02256 579
279388 104,251. 26.3%51- 75% 30 3,475913
25 12, 819 21.5%76-99% 2, 387513 59,664
100% 116 26.7%662 287,726 2,48076,765
Source: Calculated from 1973 Census of Industrial Production,
Industrial Production Statistics Section, Census and
Statistics Department, Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong.
(b) Raployment
The 253 manufacturing establishments with overseas
investment employed an average 'of 71261+5 persons in 1973,
representing 13.6% of the total number of employees (526,268).
The statistics and the ratios related. to the employment as
analysed by percentage share of overseas interest are given in
Table V-2. The wholly owned overseas firms had the larger
average number of employees per firm (359) which exceeded the
average number of employees per firm in joint ventures by one
half. Besides, joint ventures with majority overseas interest
had a larger average number of employees per firm than those with
majority local interest. Both of them were much larger than the
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average local firm. When Table V-1 is brought into comparison,
it can be observed that while locally controlled joint ventures
had larger average capital than the wholly overseas owned firms,
the reverse is true in employment. This gives a support to the
assumption that it is the comparative advantage in labour cost
which attracts overseas investment to Hong Kong. They tend to
invest less in fixed assets, presumbly land and buildings.
Table V-2 Statistics and Ratios related to the Employment




Share of Number of Persons
of Persons Enaed
Overseas Engaged in the
TotalInterest Per Firm Group to Total
0% 86.39454,623 96
1- 25% 1935,026 0.96
10,593 195,26- 50% 2.07
51 -75% 9,796 327 1.86
17176- 99% 4t281 0.81
100% 35941,649 7.91
Source: Same as Table V-l.
(c) Cost and Profit
The 253 manufacturing establishments with overseas
investment had incurred X681 million labour cost, representing
13.4% of the total labour cost of all the manufacturing
%
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establishments. With reference to Table V-3, there is little
indication of a clear pattern of input and labour cost.
Differences are too small in order to draw definite conclusions.
Bearing in mind the limitations on the data, the figures show
that labour cost and rentals do play a slightly more important
role in the cost structure of local establishments, which at the
same time also tend to pay a slightly lower wage rate. These are
indications that overseas investments are more capital intensive.
Table V-3 Input Content and Labour Cost per Man-hour as
analysed by Percentage Share of Overseas Interest, 1973
Consumption of
Payments% Depr. NetRental LabourMaterials/ Supplies, Labour for Non-Share of
Fuels, Water, Other of Fixed Operating Cost perCost IndustrialOverseas
Electricity Payments Assets Man-hour
ServicesInterest SurplusIndustrial Services
2.8%19.6% 2.9%64.4% 2.0% 8.3%0% $4.46
13.9 2.765.5 2.6 12.11-25% 3.2 4.85
3.5
16.166.0 2.9 2.7 8.826-50% 4.71
25.0 3.0 7.94.7 3.156.3 4.2951-75%
16.5 4.6765.0 6.53.2 3.7 5.176-99%
17.6 2.6 8.965.3 2.4 4.67100% 3.2
Note: AU figures are the % of the input factor to gross output except
the labour per man-hour.
Source: Same as Table V-1.
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On the other hand, overseas establishments had a slightly
higher profit rate. This may be the required compensation for
the higher risk to invest abroad. Another useful information is
that the depreciation of fixed assets had a larger share of
output value in the overseas establishments which provides
another evidence that overseas establishments were more
mechanized.
(d) Output
The total output of local establishments is much greater
than that of overseas establishments as the number of local
establishments is much greater. The comparisons. here will be
on the ratio 'output per firms.
Table V-4 Output as analysed by Percentage Share of Overseas
Interest, 1973
in HK$ million




per Firm per FirmInterest
22,406 1.690% 7,9774.8
12413.81-25% 360 4.77
694 23612.426- 50% 4.21
51 -75% 12.5 164374 5.47
259 10.4 91 3.6476- 991
18.72,174 6.51100% 755
Source: Same as Table V-1.
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Although the gross output of overseas establishments was
only about one-sixth of that of local a stabli shment s, the average
gross output per firm was three times that of local establishments,
as shown in Table V-4. It showed that the firm size of overseas
establishments was much larger. If value added was used instead
of gross output for comparisons, results were just the same.
Another point can be noted from the table is that wholly owned
overseas establishments were much larger than joint venture, about
half.
2. Comparison by Indust
There is some difference in the classification of industries
between the Trade, Industry and Customs Department's survey report
and the Census and Statistics Department's census report. Combining
data from these two sources, Table V-5 gives the number of
establishments and statistics relating, to capital as analysed by
industries. As a whole, there were 210 establishments with overseas
interest which represented 4.2% of the total. Among the nineteen
industry groups, the electronic-products industry had the largest
number of overseas establishments, 48, but it represented 21.2% of
the total number establishments in that industry, and was ranked the
third. The first was building and construction materials industry
which had 4 out of 11, 36.4%. If all textile factories were taken as
a whole, it was the industry with most overseas firms, 56. But due
to the huge number of local establishments, they had only a share of
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Table V-5 Conrpari son of the Number of Establishments as anal sed
By Industries, 1273
Establishments % of OverseasLocal
Industry with Establishments Establishments
to TotalOverseas Interest
Electronic Products 21.1%18048








Chemical Products 8 66 10.8
Metalware 2.33919
Electrical Products 8 139 5.4
Plastic Products 2.49 363
Printing Publishing 6 198 2.9
Toys 8 1.9
Basic Metal Industries 29 12.14
Building Construction
Materials 74 36.4





N. A.Leather Products N. A.37
28Hair Products 3 9.7
25iscellaneous 513 4.6
210Total 4,755 4.2
Note: N.A.- Not separately available as grouped under miscellaneous
industries in 1973 Survey.
Source: Statistics concerning the overseas investments is from the Overseas
Investment in Hong Kong Manufacturing Industries: Industrial Survey
Report by Trade, Industry and Customs Department 1975 while
statistics concerning the local establishments is calculated from the
1973 Census of Industrial Production by Industrial Production




17.5% in terms of number.
(a) Investment
The amount of overseas investment available for 1973-74
was as of 31 March 1974 and these figures excluded local interest.
On the other hand, statistical data concerning capital available
in the 1973 census was fixed assets rather than capital
investment. Table V-6 gives both and the total capital investment
in overseas establishments was at the end of 1974. The comparison
of the overseas investment in 1973-74 with the stock of fixed
assets of the whole industry cannot provide any valuable
information. The Spearman rank correlation of the average firm
size of them is 0.147 which is insignificant. The reason is
simply that the average firm size of the overseas establishments
is not accurate as it excludes local interest. If total capital
investment is used, the Spearman, rank correlation of the average
capital investment in overseas establishments and the average
stock of fixed assets of the whole industry was 0.761 which had
a 1% level of significance. This shows that the investment
characteristics of the overseas and local manufacturers in these
19 industries were similar. Average investment is determined by
the nature of individual industries, rather than the nature of
ownership.
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Also given in Table V-6, gross addition of fixed assets
of overseas investments is compared with that of the entire
industry. The average of all industries was 15.39%, while the
largest was the electronic products which was the industry
having the largest amount of overseas investment (29.93).
It can be observed in the table that the rates of growth in
fixed assets were above average in these industries-where
Hong Kong was fast developing. These were also comparatively
new industries. We may conclude that the overseas investments
have their contribution in the development of new industries
in Hong Kong.
(b)Ermloyment
Table V-7 gives the average number of persons engaged
classified by industry.13 The electronic products factories of
overseas investment not only had'the largest amount of investment,
but also the largest number of employees (30,210) among the
industries. The clothing industry with 5,035 employees ranked
second, but only one-sixth that of the electronic products
factories. The industry with the least number of employees was
the declining industry- hair products industry.
13 The difference in the same figures in Table V-2 and Table V-7
is due to the fact that sources are different, and the reason
has been given in Section (a).
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Table V-6 Comparison of Capital Investment Classified by Industry 19'li
Gross AdditionTotal CapitalStock of
Overseas of fixed AssetsInvestment infixed Assets Per FirmPer ArmPer Firm as a% of theInvestment Overseas Armsof theIndustry in $1, 000 in $1,000in $1,000 total of theas at 31/3/74 as at 31/12/74whole industry
(in $million) (in million whole industry(in $million)
29.93%173.8 599.15981 (6)ilectronic Products 11,521 (7)311.0 762.1 (8)
13.91107.6519.9Textiles- Clothing 3,165 (13)415.9 (15)
Textiles- Spinning/
18, 680 14.31280.22,029.35,230 (10)Weaving/ (3)2,656.2 (2)319.1
Finishing
Textiles- Made-up
20.0 7.76articles 53.3 2,000 (14)761.3 (9)
Watches and clocks 283.0185.9 30.5332.2 473.8 (13) L6, 647 (4)14, 300 (2)
69.5 14.40124.5 97.3939.6 (7) 8P845 (9)15,563 (1)Chemical products
81.6272.6Metalware 20.6630.3 3,030 (11) 651.5 (10) 6,800 (11)
88.8 117.4 23.7950.4 5,600 (7) 603.9 (11) 11, 740 (6)iaectrical products
6.4 177.9 13.4 20.40711 (14) 1+78.3 (12) 1,340 (15)Plastic products
227.3 69.0. 17.5742.7 7,117 (5)Printing publishing 1,114.4 (6) 8,625 (10)
Toys 74.0 194.4 64.1 20.139,250 (4) 449.9 (14) 9,157 (8)
Basic metal industries 102.7 102.8 12.873,111.1 (1) 25,700 (2)
Building Construction
Materials 20.732.7 61.1 18.695,450 (8) 1,883,7 (4) 15,275 (5)
Food Beverages 58.6 106.9322.69,767 (3) 2, 500.5 (3) 3.7626,725 (1)
Jewellery 1,4973.9 780 (13) 3.8220.1 (18) 5.67950 (16)
Optical photographic
22.64.5products 13.41,500 (12 28.761,616.1 (5) 3,350 (12)
Footwear 28.5 2.0 10.46296.5 (17) 667 (17)
Leather Products 7.l 1.6191.7 (19) 10.24533 (18)
Hair Products 16.1 12.65,367 (9) 0.5407.5 (16) - 2.54250 (19)
Miscellaneous 162.9 4,791 673.7362.4 125.7 5.4714 15.76
6,107x,1+23.0Total 733.0 9 53.3 150.5 9,112 15.39
1 Notte: Figures in parentheses are industrial rankings. Source: Same as Table V-5
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When the number of employees in overseas establishments
is compared with the total in each industry, the watches, clocks
and accessories industry had 88.1% of the total employees working
in overseas establishments and the electronic industry also had
56.2%. Both of these two industries had over half of their
employees employed in firms with overseas interest. They were
fast growing and later became leading industries in Hong Kong
with great contributions to its exports. Besides, the building
and construction materials (46.7), basic metal industries (37.0%)
and the electrical products (26.3%) were other industries with
sizeable share of employees employed in overseas manufacturing
establishments. On the other hand, the clothing industry,
which is the industry with the largest total employment, and
exports had a very low percentage of employees in overseas
establishments despite the fact that it was the industry with
the second largest employment among overseas establishments. In
other words, most of the employees in this industry were in local
establishments. The same happened in the spi nni ng, weaving and
finishing industry. Both of them are important and traditional
in Hong Kong's manufacturing sector. As these industries are
traditional and developed by local manufacturers, it is much
harder for the overseas manufacturers to have a share in it. The
same is true in other similar industries, such as the plastic
products. More than half of the industries had less than
ten percent of their employees in overseas establishments. On
the whole, the average was 12.0%.
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Tble V-7 Comparison of Averge Number of Persons Engaged as analysed by Industry, 1973
Average Number of Persons Engaged % of Average
Industry ployees in overseasI Overseas Establishments Local Establishments
Firms to Total
Totoal Per FirmTgtal Per Firm
131629 23,554 56.2%Electronic Products 30,210
138,885 11.1.157 3.5Textiles- Clothing 5,035
107,641265Textiles- Spinning/Weaving/Finishing 3,980 3.6
10.3680Textiles- Made-up Articles 76 5,910 97
657 11 88.1Watches/Clocks Accessories 4,858 486
86 15.3Chemical Products 686 3,785 57
1,430 159 88Metalware 34,447 4.0
Electrical Products 10,900 26.3783,884 486
Plastic Products 662 20,93774 58 3.1
Printing Publishing 1,156 193 12,14 61 8.7
Toys 4,501 11.9563 33,318 79
Basic Metal Industries 232 1,580926 54 37.0
Building Construction Materials 86343 46.756
Food Beverages 231 10,030 80923 8.1+
Jewellery 106 2190321 1.7 3.5
Optical Photographic Products 192575 289 15.33,177
Footwear 218 N. A. 8,168 85 2.6
Leather Products N. A. 1,63397 14 5.6
Hair Products 1030 1113,106 1.0
Miscellaneous 2,679 N. A. 40.119 78 6.3
Total: 62,979 463,290300 12.097




Table V-7 also gives the average number of persons engaged
per firm for local and overseas establishments. As an average,
the overseas establishments had an average number of 300 employees
which was three times that of the local establishments. Except
the made-up articles, jewellery, optical and photographic
products and hair products, all industries had larger number of
employees per firm in establishments with overseas interest. Once
again, among the factories with overseas investment, the electronic
products factories had the largest average number of employees,
629. The toys factories ranked the second with an average number
of employees of 563. In order to test whether the average number
of employees is affected by the nature of the industry itself or
by the nature of ownership, the Spearman rank correlation is
calculated for the local and overseas firms. The result is 0.107
which implied that there was indeed some difference due to
ownership. Large size of overseas investment did concentrate
in certain industries, and its pattern is different from local
investments.
(c) Labour Cost and Wage Rate
Table V-8 gives a comparison of the total labour cost of
overseas and local establishments classified by industry. The
percentage of labour cost in overseas establishments to total
labour cost in the industry gives an indication of the relative
importance of overseas establishments in that industry. As an
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Table V-8 Total Labour Cost as analysed by Industry, 1973
Share ofOverseas Firms Lo cal Firm s
Industry (in HK$miIIion) (in million) Overseas Firms











225.18 2.29Plastic Products 5.27
136.5414.63Printing Publishing 9.65
12.15291.1440.33Toys












Source: Same as Table V-5.
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overall average,the labour cost of the overseas factories had a
share of more than ten percent of the total. In terms of
individual rankings, the general pattern follows that of the
size of employment which is expected.
Table V-9 gives the wage per man-hour in both the whole
industry and overseas firms. On the whole, the average wage per
man-hour in the whole industry was higher than that in overseas
firms which means the local firms offered a higher wage rate.
This contradicts with the result in Table V-3. The difference
may be caused by the fact that they were based on two different
time period. The wage per man-hour in overseas firms was for
December only while those for local firms were for the whole
year, Nevertheless, the pattern of the two can be compared by
the Spearman rank correlate on coefficient, which has a value of
0.518 and is almost significant at the 1% level. It suggests
that the wage per man-hour has a similar pattern in both the
overseas and the local firms, or that the wage per man-hour
is chiefly affected by the nature of the industry rather than
the kind of ownership. If the average monthly salary is computed,
the Spearman rank correlation is even higher at 0.819, which has
a 1% level of significance.
Table V-10 shows a comparison of the labour cost as a
percentage of gross output in local and overseas firms. On the
whole, the local and overseas firms had a siilila:r labour cost
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Electronic Products 3.76 (9) 4.07 (12)
Textiles- Clothing. 3.39 (12) 3.88 (15)
Textiles- Spinning, Weaving Finishing 3.39 (13) 4.88 (8)
Textiles- Made-up Articles 3.49 (10) 3e69 (19)
Watches/Clocks Accessories 3.12 (14) 3.74 (18)
Chemical Products 6.06 (1) 6.37 (3)
Metalware 2.64 (17) 4.03 (13)
Electrical Products 2.76 (16) 3.79 (16)
Plastic Products 3.77 (8) 5.10 (7)
Printing Publishing 4.89 (5) 6.00 (5)
Toys 3.00 (15) 4.07 (11)
Basic Metal Industries 5.36 (3) 6.06 (4)
Building Construction Materials 5.21 (4) 5.18 (6)
Food Beverages 4.67 (6) 6.88 (1)
Jewellery 4.11(7) 6.46 (2)
Optical Photographic Products 5.69 (2) 3.78 (17)
Footwear 2.55 (18) 1.10 (10)
Leather Products 3.10 (u) 4.17 (9)
Hair Products 2.16 (19) x..00 (14)
Miscellaneous 2.42 5.69
Total: 3.58 4.48
Note: Figures in parenthesis are industrial rankings.
Source: Same as Table V-5.
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Table V-10 Labour Cost as a Percentage of Gross Output as
analysed by Industry, 1973
Overseas LocalIndustry
Firms Firms
Electronic Products 22.4% 13.8%
Textiles- Clothing 13.6 21.6
Textiles- Spinning, Weaving Finishing 14.6 15.0
Textiles- Made-up Articles 15.2 23.9
Watches/Clocks Accessories 20.0 13.5
Chemical Products 10.7 16.1
Metalware 24.6 26.3
Electrical Products 19.537.9
Plastic Products 28.3 25.1
Printing Publishing 21.5 23.7
Toys 24.5 30.2
Basic Metal Industries 10.8 6.1
Building Construction Materials 9.2 8.4
Food Beverages 13.99.8
Jewellery 11.2 5.5
Optical Photographic Products 1147 49.0
Hair Products 0.7 15.4
Miscellaneous 17.3 28.2
Total: 18.9 19.4
Source: Same as Table V-5.
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content pattern which is consistent tirith the result in Table V-3,
The result of the Speearman rank correlation coefficient is 0.445,
with a 5% level of significance. We can conclude that in
general, the share of labour cost does not depend on the type
of ownership. It is determined by the nature of individual
industries.
Another thing worth-mentioning is that in general the
industries which utilized basically labour-intensive techniques
in production and employed a relatively large number of workers
engaging in simple operations had a larger share of labour cost
in the gross output at the same time, their average wages were
relatively low. This is true for both overseas and local firms.
(d) Sales and ExDcrt Performance
Sales and export performance of local and overseas
establishments in 1973 are shown in Table V-11 and Table V-12
respectively. The total sales of overseas establishments was
Ifl 3,222 million which was 12.5% of total sales. Though the
amount of sales of overseas establishments was largest in the
electronics industry, it was the watches and clocks industry
which had the largest share of sales from overseas establishments.
As revealed by the ratio of sales of overseas establishments to
total sales, the industries with large ratios were those
industries which were newer and required higher technology.
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Table V-11 Sales as analysed by Industry, 1973




Totalin$ million) (in $million)
Electronic Products 1,0901,345 55.2%




10.9197Textiles- Made-up Articles 31
199 66Watches/Clocks Accessories 75.1
Chemical Products 113 224 33.5
1,146Metalware 7.391
Electrical Products 116 21.1435
88920Plastic Products 2.2
Printing Publishing 11.372 567
118 13.2Toys 975




Food Beverages 7.272 925
682 0.7Jewellery 4




Source: Same as Table V-5.
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Table V-12 wort Percentage as analysed b Industr. 1973
Export Sport % of Export
Percentage Percentage of Overseas
Industry
Of Overseas of Whole Firm to
Firms Industry Total Export
Electronic Products 88.5% 84.1% 1.5.8%
Textiles- Clothing. 89.693.7 5.7
Textiles- Spinning, Weaving
29.1 65.7 1.3Finishing
Textiles- Made-up Articles 93.2 92.9 14.3
Watches/Clocks Accessories 55.2 67.556.4
Chemical Products 63.9 50.7 34.2
Metalware 23.2 69.3 1.0
Electrical Products 69.45.9 9.8
Plastic Products 65.6 66.4 2.0
Printing Publishing 19.4 26.948.8
Toys 97.7 14.995.6
Basic Metal Industries 17.521 .2 27.7
Building Construction
0.70.1 7.9Materials
Food Beverages 16.1 18.2 9.8
Jewellery 80. 15.8 5.9
optical Photographic
42.999.0 96.Products
Hair Products 100.0 97.2 46.8
dotal: 69.5 7 5.3 9.8
Source: Same as Table V-5.
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This shows overseas investments does bring new industries and
higher technology to Hong Kong.
The amount of export by overseas establishments in 1973
was HE$ 1,902 million which was 9.8% of the total export in that
year. The average export percentage of overseas establishments
in 1973 was 69.8% while that of local establishments was 75.3%.
By 19714 the average export percentage of overseas establishments
rose to 73.7%. For individual industries, export percentages of
local and overseas establishments were Similar. In other words,
the export percentage was determined more by the nature of the
industry than by ownership. Overseas establishments do not
necessarily export more. They had higher shares of exports in
certain industries only because they had larger investments in
those industries.
(e) Prytivity and Factor Intensity
Several ratios can be used to measure productivity. As
limited by the availability of statistical data, the ratio 'output
per labours is used here and is shown in Table V-13. In 1973, the
average output per labour of all manufacturing industries was
H49,900, but that of the overseas establishments was HI 43,260,
it seemed that the output per labour of local establishments was
higher. However the number of employees of the overseas
establishments was for December but that of whole manufacturing
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industries was He 49,900, but that of the overseas establishments
was HK$ 43,260y it seemed that the output per labour of local
establishments was higher. However the number of employees of
the overseas establishments was for December but that of whole
manufacturing sector was for the whole year. Also, the output
per labour ratio ignores the cost-of material. Another ratio
to measure productivity is output per man-hour, but it suffers
from the same problem. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient
across industries for local and overseas establishments was
0.665 which had 1% level of significance. It provides another
piece of evidence for the importance of the nature of industries
in determining the cost structure. The value-added per labour
is the best ratio for measuring productivity, but due to the lack
of data, it cannot be calculated.
The factor intensity of the whole manufacturing sector
was measured by the ratio'fixed asset per labour'. As limited
by the availability of statistical data, the factor intensity
of overseas establishments was measured by the ratio 'capital
per labours. These two ratios were different, and direct
comparison would be meaningless. However, it is revealed that
the general pattern is similar. The Spearman rank correlation
coefficient was 0.819 which had 1% level of significance. The
ranking of the factor intensity of industries has little to do
with the nature of ownership.
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Table V-13 Output Ratios as analysed by Industry. 1913
Output. ner Man-hourOutput per Labour
WholeOverseasWholeOverseas
Industry IndustryEstablishmentsIndustryEstablishments
(in HK$1 000(in HK$1,000)(in HK$1,000)(in HK$1,000)
23.2615.4516.135.1Electronic Products
18.3625.0840.262,4Textiles- Clothing.
22.27 32.5072.2Textiles- Spinning, Weaving Finishing 59.0
16.2920.7447.7 35.2Textiles- Made-up Articles
20.9313.49Watches/Clocks Accessories 37.5 49.5
133.1 75.8 53.84 43.50Chemical Products
15.33Metalware 35.2 9.8924.5
6.80 17.4117.7Electrical Products 38.2
20.3128.2Plastic Products 11.5342.5
Printing Publishing 20.79 25.4358.9 48.4
Toys 13.3929.8 13.8536.3
Basic Metal Industries 118.1 190.8 84.9345.70
Building Construction Materials 161+.3 150.5 58.6247.28
Food Beverages 119.7 82.9 48.43 51.25
Jewellery 233.475.3 L17.1132.37
Optical Photographic Products 66.3 26.2 10.6131.38
Hair Products 19.0919.7 354.81 9.92
Total 19.72 23.1543.3 49.9
Source: Same as Table V-5.
Note: The large values of the ratios in the hair products industry in the overseas establishments were
unbelievable. If compared with the amount of sales, output was ten times of the sales, so it may
be an error in the decimal point in the data. It may also due to st tistical error as the output
was the hole yearts output but the number of employees was as 3112/73. The number of employees
at 3112 73 was dropped a lot due to the decline of the industry.
Table V14 Factor Intensity as analysed by Industry, 1973
Capital Fixed Asset
per Labour per Labour










Textiles- Made-up Articles 8.0930.72
Watches/Clocks Accessories 55.94 5.84
Chemical Products 148.10 15.55
Metalware 7.6056.12
Electrical Products 29.41 6.01
Plastic Products 24.01 8.24
Printing Publishing 17.0957.07
Toys 15.03 5.14





Optical Photographic Products 22.52 6.03
Footwear 9.48 3.39
Leather Products 11.27 4.10
Hair Products 5.88 4.03
Total: 8.9937.89
Source: Same as Table V-5.
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3.
Only 5% of the number of establishments in Hong gong in 1973
had overseas interest, but the overseas investment accounted for about
15.5% of total investment, 13.6% of the employment, 13.4% of the labour
cost, 13.6% of the output and 9.8% of total export in the manufacturing
sector. In some of the industries, however, such as the electronic
products and watches, clocks and accessories, they shared over half
of the total. These figures showed how unevenly they were distributed
among various industries.
Since Hong Kong is a free economy, there are no government
policies making a different investment environment for overseas
investments. The Hong Kong Government does not discriminate against
overseas investments by setting up restrictions, but also does not
provide any special inducement or incentives to attract them. The
labour market is competitive, therefore the wage rate given to persons
engaged in the same work is similar. Overseas manufacturers need not
pay a higher wage to employ persons engaged in the same work than
their local counterparts. Similarly, other indicators should be
similar in pattern. This is borne-out by our rank correlation analysis
across industries for local and overseas establishments in respect of
wage rates, labour productivity, factor proportions and export
percentages. This suggests that local and overseas establishments




However, there are some important differences. In general,
overseas establishments are larger in firm size, measured in the
average number of persons engaged or in gross output per firm. Some
overseas establishments are offshore manufacturing bases of the large
multinational firms. Of course, their investments, employment and
outputs are larger in order to meet the demand of their large overseas
markets. As most of the overseas investments came from industrialized
countries, they would make use of their technological expertise in
production. This higher technology is reflected in higher fixed
asset per labour. They tend to concentrate in certain industries in
Hong Kong 55% of the sales in electronic products industry, 75% in
watches, clocks and accessories industry, 34% of the sales in chemical
products,. 43% of the sales in basic metal industries and 58% of the
sales in building and construction materials were accounted for by
overseas establishments. They also accounted for high percentages in
exports. These industries have the common characteristics of
requiring a higher technology level and they are 'newer' industries in
Hong Kong. In those traditional industries, such as the textile
industries, local establishments had since long well developed.
Overseas investors had relatively little interest in these traditional
industries, and Hong Kong is also losing its comparative advantage in
these industries. By bringing in new industries, overseas investment
benefits Hong Kong as they can help diversify the manufacturing sector
and introduce higher technology. This is their major contribution.
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CHAPTER VI- CONCLUSION
The exploitation of Hong Kong's tiny agricultural base and its
meager natural resources could hardly provide for the subsistence of
of its millions of inhabitants. Because of its shortage of arable
land, Hong Kong has to depend on imports for its food supply, and
because of the lack of mineral reserves, Hong Kong has to import
virtually all raw materials and fuels required by all industrial
activities. These economic factors hindered the possibility of Hong
Kong to develop an independent industrial base. Geographical position,
a wide, deep and sheltered harbour, together with historical reasons
contributed to develop Hong Kong into an entrepot.. Foreign trade
was its principal economic activity in the early stage. As foreign
trade is bestly facilitated in a completely free environment, the
Government of Hong Kong has adopted the laissez-faire policy since
its establishment, Economic liberalism applies to all internal and
external economic activities. Hong Kong is a free port and there is
no foreign exchange control. There are almost no restriction on the
scope of private ownership and the limited number of public
enterprise play a little economic role. Furthermore, the government
of Hong Kong does little to influence macroeconomic activities. It is
under these circumstance that the Hong Kong economy has the greatest
flexibility and vigour to cope with changes in its economic structure,
particularly the transformation from an entrepot to an industrial city.
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Unlike other less-developed countries, the industrialization
process of Hong Kong is not a planned one. The miraculous rapid
economic growth of Hong Kong in the post-war period is achieved by a
series of successful adjustments to changes in the external and
internal economic environment. Hong Kong was forced to go through a
structural change in its economic activities in the early 1950s by a
massive inflow of resources and a decline in the importance of
entrepot trade. The civil war in China, which ended with the
establishment of a communist regime in 1949, trough about a huge
inflow of labour, capital and entrepreneurial skill from China to
Hong Kong. This huge inflow of human and capital resources formed
the basis of subsequent industrialization. The decline in the
entrepot trade after 1951 due to the loss of its traditional importance
as an agent for China's foreign trade necessitated industrialization
as a way out for survival.
Industrialization is a very complex process of development
depending on a multitude of external and internal factors, the
specific pattern is determined by such factors as the endowment of
natural resources, socio-political. conditions, population and quality
of labour, external economic relations, etc. Since Hong Kong has
virtually no natural resources, Hong Kong has to import nearly all
raw materials and fuels required by various industrial activities. It
is difficult for Hong Kong to develop heavy industries. The options
remained were (a) to develop import-substitution industries in
nondurable consumer goods, (b) to extend import-substitution industries
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to durable consumer goods, and (c) to promote manufactured exports.
As Hong Kong is a small place, the domestic market is not large enough
to absorb all the manufactured products produced locally by' its
rapidly-expanding industries. Therefore the major manufacturing
industries in Hong Kong must be export-oriented. In addition, as the
raw materials required has to be imported, the manufacturing sector
must be concentrated in the processing light industries. It is the
development of these export-oriented light manufacturing industries
which characterized the early stage of Hong Kong's industrialization
process. In a sense, export promotion is a better policy than
import-substitution in the process of industrialization because the
latter generally involves trade restrictions on imports, at least
at the initial stage of industrialization. This is especially true
in the case of Hong Kong where capital goods, raw materials and fuels
had to be imported to maintain its manufacturing industries.
Therefore, free trade is vital to the process of industrialization in
Hong Kong.
As mentioned before., the industrialization of Hong Kong is not
a planned one. During the period 1948-51, the large number of refugees
provided Hong Kong with cheap labour. This was favourable to the
development of labour-intensive industries. At the same time, those
taking refuge in Hong Kong included some entrepreneurs who were
industrialists and had previous business connections overseas. This
gave a good start to the industrialization process of Hong Song.
Together with the advantages of being a member of the Commonwealth and
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under the laissez faire policy, Hong Kong experienced a strikingly
rapid growth in the post war period.
In reviewing the Hong Kongs experience in industrialization,
it can be discovered that there is some difference from the experience
of other less-developed countries. Industrial development of many
less-developed countries very often begins with the introduction of
modern technology, entrepreneurship, technical and marketing skills
by direct foreign investment. However, the industrialization of
Hong Kong was not the result of foreign direct investments. In its
early stage of industrial growth, the initial source of capital was
either local or from Chinese industrialists who came from mainland
China. Moreover, the industrialization process of Hong Kong began
in the early 1950s when the Western countries had yet to invest in
the manufacturing industries of the developing countries. They were
more interested in mineral extraction and trading. And, even though
Hong Kong is a British colony and had investments from Britain a long
time ago, these investments were mainly in the trading and financial
sectors.
It was in the 1960s when the industrial base of Hong Kong was
founded that direct foreign investment began to flow in. They came
to Hong Kong because they wanted to take the comparative advantage of
lower labour cost in Hong Kong and thus helped the further development
of Hong Kong's manufacturing sector. As the political status of Hong
Kong was gradually clarified by the Communist government in China,
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it became much safer for longer-term investment in manufacturing for
foreigners. The number of industrial firms established with foreign
capital was still relatively small in the 1960s, it increased a great
deal from then on. They concentrated in the labour-intensive
industries, starting from textiles and related industries and then
spreading over a range of more sophisticated industries such as
electrical. and electronic products where they had a greater comparative
advantage in technical know-how. Their main contribution was that
they helped gradually diversify Hong Kong's manufacturing base. Since
1970, direct foreign investments had increased at a dramatic rapid
rate. Their growth rate outpaced Hong Kong's average industrial
growth and began to play an important role in Hong. Kong's manufacturing
sector. Foreign investments were particularly strong in Hong Kong's
never industries.
Since the industrialization of Hong Kong occurred in a natural
way, the government of Hong Kong did not offer any incentives to
attract foreign investment. Hong Kong's stable government, comparatively
cheaper labour cost, adequate supply of labour force, low tax
structure, free port benefits and free remittances of funds were
attractive enough for foreign investors. It is a choice location for
overshore manufacturing of labour-intensive products. The non-
discrh mi natory policy of the Hong Kong Government provides overseas
investments with the same investment environment as compared with local
investments. They operate alongside with one another under similar
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conditions and therefore in many ways they are similar.
The local market of Hong Kong is small, and the major
manufacturing industries are therefore export-oriented. This is
true for both local and overseas establishments. Hong Kong takes
part in the sequence brough about by technology transfer and
changing trade pattern as described by the product cycle theory
suggested by Vernon in 1966. The electronics products industry
serves as a good example. This industry has the largest share in
the total overseas investment and mostly from the industrialized
countries, especially the United States. It can be easily observed
that products of the electronics industry of Hong Kong are invented
by the industrialized countries. Hong Kong only serves as a
production-assembly basis, and the outputs are nearly all for export
and mostly back to the industrialized, countries.
As compared with the neighbouring countries, such as South
Korea, Taiwan and Singapore, Hong Kongts take-off occurred somewhat
earlier. It was Hong Kong which first adopted the export-oriented
policy and achieved drastic economic growth. Both Taiwan and South
Korea began their industrialization later and they had their
development process facilitated by foreign aid. Foreign capital
were much more important in'the initial stage. Both of them chose
import-substitution policy though they were similar to Hong Kong in
having comparative advantage in labour. Consequently, both of them
experienced rapid economic growth after they replaced their import-
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substitution policy by an export-oriented policy. Export of labour-
intensive products was a major source of their development. But
unlike Hong Kong, in the process, they both offered artificial
incentives to foreign investors-in order to attract them to help
their industrialization. They offered foreign firms exemption from
import duties of raw materials and capital goods for a fixed period.
Through a scanning process, they chose what kinds of firms or
industries they wanted. On the contrary, Hong Kong offered no
incentives. It depended entirely on the market mechanism. Overseas
entrepreneurs had to compete with local entrepreneurs, which Hong
Kong also had plenty of supply. They had advantage only in technical
know-how and that was why they dominated Hong Kong's newer industries.
But local entrepreneurs could learn fast. Therefore, overseas
investments in most cases soon became an integral part of Hong Kong's
manufacturing sector. They participate in rather than initiate Hong
Kong's economic development.
Although the foreign investors did not help in the initial
stage of Hong gong's industrialization, their contributions are still
considerable in terms of capital investment, employment and output
especially since the 1970s. The major contribution, however, is in
the introduction of technology and new industries. In recent years,
the manufacturing sector of Hong gong is suffering from both internal
and external difficulties. Rocketing land price increases the cost
of production; rising wages also cuts into Hong Kong's
competitiveness in the overseas market. Trade restriction imposed by
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the developed Western countries on Hong Kong's major export are more
and more serious. All these problem cannot be easily solved. On the
one hand, it would be difficult for the government of Hong Kong to
impose rent controls on industrial and commercial premises which will
distort the mechanism to allocate the limited supply of land to the
most efficient use. On the other hand, the lack of national status
and ability to retaliate limits Hong Kong's bargaining power in trade
negotiations.
The best method open to Hong Kong now is industrial
diversification and greater industrial sophistication. A shorter
route to achieve them is through the help of the foreign investment.
Establishments equipped with modern machinery and using sophisticated
methods of production will require a large number of skilled labour.
It is unfortunate that Hong Kong faces the problem of a shortage in
the supply of skilled labour. This shortage is largely accounted for
by the inadequate facilities for industrial training. The traditional
preference for white-collar work is also a cause for the shortage of
skilled labour in industries. With the high labour turnover rate and
the short-run profits motives of firms, it is difficult to expect
private firms to provide the amount and kind of training needed for
Hong Kong industries. The government of Hong Kong has to take steps
to overcome these difficulties by expanding its programs in technical
training, both in quantity and quality. The Advisory Committee on
-diversification stated in their report that As regards education, we
welcomed in particular the introduction of universal subsidized
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junior secondary education, the inclusion of practical and technical
subjects in the secondary curriculum, and the expanding opportunities
for education in Forms IV and VI that are planned. These measures
will, by raising the general level of education in Hong Kong, help to
up-grade the calibre of the work force, increase productivity and
maintain HongKONG 'S competitiveness in world markets. 14 As there
is a possibility of a shortage of young entrants to the labour market
in the mid-1980s, the Committee advised that steps have to be taken
by industry to improve craft level career. prospects in order to
encourage secondary school leavers, particularly Form III leavers,
to join craft level posts. The Committee also advised that the
Government and-the employers' associations should educate individual
employers to the value of part-time day-release courses and adult-
education in the up-grading of the quality of the work force. They
also proposed the introduction of a sandwich course system in the
tertiary education institutions. All these are aimed at the improve-
ment of the quantity and quality of the work force.
The problem that follows is how to attract direct foreign
investment. First of all., the soaring land price is the greatest
problem. In recent years, the government has made considerable
efforts to develop industrial estates and new industrial sites, and
this is the major incentives the government can offer to attract
foreign investors. It was pointed out that overseas investments can
14 Report of the Advisory Committee on Diversification 1979, the
Government Printer, Hong Kong, 1979, P.246.
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introduce new technology and industries. Through a scanning process,
Hong Kong can select the investments which benefit the Hong Kong
economy most, i.e. fulfill. the aims of industrial diversification
and industrial sophistication. High wages is something different. It
can be dealt with only by up-grading productivity, which can be
achieved by manpower training and improving the quality and design of
industrial products. This can increase the value-added to each unit
of export and avoid direct competition with other countries which at
present can produce relatively less sophisticated products at low
wages, otherwise Hong Kong cannot be attractive to foreign investors
which can contribute to Hong Kong's further development.
As a conclusion, we may say that overseas investment in the
manufacturing sector is a result rather than a cause of Hong Kong's
economic development. But their importance should not be underestimated,
In addition to capital investment and employment opportunities they
can provide, their most important contribution is in the introduction
of technology and new industries. As Hong Kong now urgently needs
to broaden its industrial base and diversify its economy, overseas
investment in more sophisticated industries may well serve as a
catalyst for Hong Kong's further development.
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